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President’s Report
Jonathan Shorer

There have been several important matters occurring since my
last report. The Civil Aviation Authority undertook a survey to
ﬁnd out how successful their changes to Rule Parts 101 and
102 have been. Initially, they focused on commercial drone
operators and had a narrow view. After some suggestions from
MFNZ through the Aviation Community Advisory Group, they
widened the survey. I have seen the initial results which are still
being analysed but a ﬁrst look shows that “Recreation” which
was bottom of the lists of reasons to operate, has actually
shown that 86% of unmanned aircraft are operated for
pleasure. Why is this important? There are groups within the
Government who only see the regulations as applying to
commercial drones and are thus liable to make decisions with
no regard to the impact on model aircraft ﬂying. Our job is to
prevent that happening.
I’ve also been sent a piece of research done in Britain about the
possible eﬀects of a manned aircraft hitting a drone. Following
the birdstrike routine, several types of drones were ﬁred from a
gas cannon into aircraft windscreens. Although the report was
headed by a dramatic picture of a quad impaled through the
windscreen of an airliner, the conclusion was that this was only
a possibility when the collision was between an over 4kg drone
and an airliner traveling at full cruise speed which only occurs
over 10,000 feet. There has been no research done regarding
how like this is to happen. It is important to keep track of this
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topic as the people funding this research would have us ﬁt
stainless steel identiﬁcation plates and gps trackers to every
model.
Closer to home, we have had one of the more unusual Annual
General Meetings. Having gathered proxies in the same way
as we have for the last 12 years, it was observed that the
Constitution requires our proxy forms to have address
information as well as name and membership number. It
therefore appeared that we did not have suﬃcient members
present or represented by proxy to have a quorum and I had to
adjourn the meeting. One of the pitfalls of having a meeting
chaired by a lay person is that they don’t have knowledge of
case law going back decades. We have therefore had to get
legal advice about the situation.
You will have had an email charting the way forward by now and
will also ﬁnd the full facts elsewhere in the magazine. We have a
very small group of less than a dozen members determined to
frustrate attempts to modernise the Constitution but not oﬀering
a viable alternative. It is to be hoped that, following the
completion of the adjourned AGM, we will be able to focus our
eﬀorts on improving MFNZ documentation and protecting
model ﬂying from ill conceived legislation.
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Secretary’s Desk
Des Richards

As I pen this I am looking out the window – rain tumbles down
and the temperature hovers around 14 degrees. Strangely this
reﬂects my current mood.
The period since the last magazine has been very mixed and
some of it, not very pleasant, and I think the membership
generally is entitled to why I have expressed that opinion.
I can see why four Presidents of our Association gave up the
hobby after their time in the chair. A very small number of our
members seem to have personal agendas and make life
diﬃcult for your Council, rather than enjoying ﬂying toy planes
that we join the hobby for and, enjoying the comradeship of
likeminded people.

AGM

Following a small number of lay people pretending to be law
experts at the AGM, we have been forced to seek further legal
advice and direction, once again costing the Association
money. Your Council’s attempts to update the documents (i.e.
the Constitution, Bylaws etc.) of the Association and move us
into this century have been continually attacked by a group
calling themselves the CWG (the Constitution Working Group).
The Association lawyer has cleared the Council and a detailed
report/opinion from him is on the web. Twenty-four pages of it
fully referenced to Court-decided case law.
As you will see from the emails sent to him (Mark von
Dadelszen), personal attacks have been made on the
President and Secretary and the threat of legal action made.
This is similar to the threat of legal action by another member
against the President a while ago. That cost the members
money for legal advice on an issue that came to nothing as the
matter was subsequently dropped - (more money wasted).
In my opinion, the current group have seriously mislead
members on a number of issues. A read of their “report” sent to
members prior to the AGM made the following statements.
1. The group needed to tour the country visiting all clubs to
explain their constitution to all. Costs to be borne by the
Association (MFNZ did not agree to this).
2. Where there any are disputes both parties’ legal fees
should be paid by the Association. We would never agree to
this.
As a few members asked me, “are these people trying to
bankrupt us?” An interesting question.

INSURANCE

Since the constitution issue they have moved on to our
insurance cover.
A: At least two members have contacted our insurers, and at
least one stated that he spoke for the “members” (of MFNZ,
really) and, besides telling them what was wrong with our
policy (that he has not seen) demanded a copy of it so he
can take it to other companies for comparison.
B: This was followed by another member demanding the policy
from our insurers as well and stating it was required by the
local council to give to their legal department to ensure it
was ﬁt for purpose.
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C: Interestingly, when I contacted the council to ask why they
needed the document they were very quick to point out they
did not. They did not have a legal department and all that
was required was a note from the brokers stating we had
cover.
D: Both of these members were told the policy is the property of
the NZMAA, for the beneﬁt of members, and the contents
are conﬁdential to the Association. This statement also
forms part of our insurance policy.
E: The fact we have approximately two pay-outs per year
shows it works.
In my opinion, the actions of the CWG members raises the
question of whether the Association has been brought into
disrepute by these individuals.
Why is this happening? in my opinion, it certainly has nothing to
do with any beneﬁt to the Association but, I believe, plenty to do
with pay-back, as threatened by some individuals, for previous
events.

ADMINISTRATOR

Another point I wish to clarify for members is the role of the
administrator for MFNZ, referred to by some as the secretariat.
There are two distinct roles.
The Secretary, who is an elected member of council, a
volunteer and donates his or her time and resources, the
same as the other councillors.
The Administrator, who is responsible for the day to day
activities and administration of the Association. This person
is contracted for a period of time and receives payment for
the role. That person is not an employee of MFNZ but is
contracted to provide the service, and is not a member of
Council.
What has happened in the past is that the lines have been
blurred by some secretaries doing both roles with no division.
This has led to the Secretary position being seen as a paid
position. As stated above this is incorrect and the roles have
now been separated, with the Secretary being the lynch pin
between themselves, Council, the Administrator and the
Membership Administrator, the Editor and the Web Master.
On a positive note, the work done for the Elbow Flying site in the
Waikato has come to be. A big thanks is due to Charles Warren
and his family who pulled it all together. Well done to you all.
In the Manawatu a similar project is well underway and we hope
will be in place in the reasonably near future. This has entailed a
lot of work by the secretary but it will be worth it for the region.
That’s enough from me but I trust it clears some of the concerns
voiced by members.
Fly Safe and have Fun
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NOTICE OF RECONVENED AGM
The AGM commenced on July 8, 2017 and adjourned due to the questioned validity
of Proxy Votes, is hereby reconvened at the following Place and Time.

NETBALL CENTRE, HAWKE'S BAY REGIONAL SPORTS PARK,
42 PERCIVAL ROAD, TOMOANA.
OCTOBER 14th, 2017 STARTING AT 1pm
An undated “Notice to the Chairman and Secretary” relating to
the 2017 AGM of the Association sought seeks “A commitment
from the Chairman to act in an impartial and unbiased manner.
It would be appropriate for the current Chairman to stand aside
and for the meeting to be run by an independent chair with
standing in Formal Meeting procedures and Constitutional
matters.” While the President and Vice-President both intend to
be present at the resumed Annual General Meeting they both
wish to have the Meeting appoint an independent, well-qualiﬁed
chairperson and this will be proposed to the Meeting and this
accords with the proposals made in the undated “Notice to the
Chairman and Secretary.”
The reconvened meeting Agenda and Remits are, as contained
in the “Member Information Supplement” for the Associations
Annual General Meeting, printed on yellow paper.
The following Remit was included in the AGM Agenda
document and are reprinted below.
Remit 4: That the Draft Constitution prepared by the
Working Group that was formed by resolution at the 2016
AGM be received. Moved by Unknown, Seconded by W
Cartwright
Remit 5: That the tabled Report of the Constitution Working
Group be received. Moved by Unknown, Seconded by W
Cartwright
Remit 6: That the Report of the Constitution Working Group
be published in the September 2017 issue of Model Flying
World. Moved by Unknown, Seconded by W Cartwright
Remit 7: That this meeting instructs the Working Group to
consult with Members and Clubs regarding the Draft
Constitution prepared by the Working Group, using the
method and process speciﬁed in the tabled Report of the
Working Group. Moved by Unknown, Seconded by W
Cartwright
Remit 8: That the Council provide the support services
needed by the Working Group to implement actions
according to (Remit 7), in a fully cooperative manner. Moved
by Unknown, Seconded by W Cartwright
Remit 9: That the Working Group use the outcomes of the
consultation process referred to in (Remit 7) to revise its
Draft Constitution and propose this for adoption at the 2018
AGM. Moved by Unknown, Seconded by W Cartwright.
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The original emailed Remit as presented above is printed
below.
Remit/Notice of Motion for MFNZ 2017 AGM
Purpose and Context of this Motion
The purpose of this Motion is to ensure that the 2017 AGM
carries out the intentions of the following resolution that was
adopted unanimously at the 2016 AGM:
Motion re New Constitution
A draft of all inputs to go to a Working Group who put a draft
proposal to Council on October 1, the draft will then be
considered by Council and submitted to a legal professional
for ratiﬁcation and then it will be distributed to all members
by various means and put to an SGM at the Nationals.
Proposed by: Ricky
Seconded by: Rowdy
Voted unanimously by all present
(Text transcribed from a recording made by the Secretary.)
The context in which this Motion is proposed is as follows:
1. According to standard meeting procedures, this 2016 AGM
resolution ensures that the document called for must be
considered by a General Meeting before any alternative
draft Constitution can be proposed.
2. The Motion addresses the situation caused by Council’s
failure to distribute the document to all Members. Council’s
actions were limited to posting the document on the MFNZ
website.
3. Further, this posting biased consideration of the document
by including a message to the eﬀect that the document did
not meet Council’s requirements so was unacceptable. In
taking this action, Council exceeded its authority because
the resolution clearly calls for judgement concerning the
merits of the document to be made by the Members of
MFNZ, not the Council.
4. Council failed to implement the instructions of the
resolution pertaining to submission of the document to a
legal professional.
5. It is noted that Council unilaterally decided to control the
scope of the work done by the Working Group in two ways –
by appointing it as a sub-committee that was responsible to
Council, and by providing it with a quite narrow Terms of
Reference written by Council. In taking this action, Council
far exceeded the role for Council instructed by the
resolution.
6. Further, after Council rejected the Working Group’s Draft
Constitution, largely on the grounds that it exceeded the
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narrow Terms of Reference imposed by the Council, the
members of the Working Group resigned from the Councilappointed sub-committee. However, the Working Group
formed by the 2016 AGM resolution remains in existence
and its members continue to consider themselves directly
responsible to the Members of MFNZ, as instructed by the
resolution.
This Motion will be withdrawn in the event that the matters
raised by it have been properly considered earlier in the
meeting.
Proposed Motion
This Motion is proposed in four Parts, as follows:
Part 1: That the Draft Constitution prepared by the Working
Group that was formed by resolution at the 2016 AGM
be received.
Part 2: That the tabled Report of the Constitution Working
Group be received.
Part 3: That the Report of the Constitution Working Group be
published in the September 2017 issue of Model
Flying World.
Part 4: That this meeting instructs:
a)
The Working Group to consult with Members and Clubs
regarding the Draft Constitution prepared by the
Working Group, using the method and process
speciﬁed in the tabled Report of the Working Group,
and
b)
The Council to provide the support services needed by
the Working Group to implement actions according to
(a), in a fully cooperative manner, and
c)
The Working Group to use the outcomes of the
consultation process referred to in (a) to revise its Draft
Constitution and propose this for adoption at the 2018
AGM.

GIRLS

Moved by: Bill DeRenzy, Ken Buckley, Steve Hutchison, Colin
Kemp, Chris Pickering
Seconded by: Wayne Cartwright
Rationale for Part 1: This action is the ﬁrst one required by the
resolution of the 2016 AGM stated above. Since an SGM was
not called at the 2017 Nationals, or at any time since then, the
document referred to in the resolution must be considered at
the next General Meeting of MFNZ, which is the 2017 AGM.
Rationale for Parts 2 and 3: In association with Part 1, it would
be beneﬁcial to the process of eventually adopting a new
Constitution for MFNZ for all Members to have the opportunity
to consider the Report of the Constitution Working Group, and
publication of it in Model Flying World will provide this. For this
action to be implemented, the Report should ﬁrst be received by
this meeting.
Rationale for Part 4: The Draft Constitution has not been the
subject of organised consultation and discussion with Members
and Clubs. This resolution will ensure that a sound process for
this is implemented and that a well-considered and widely
accepted new Constitution can be proposed to the 2018 AGM.

Unfortunately they don’t care about the organisation they are
part of they just see it as a vehicle to push their own ideas and
essentially ruin it for all the other people who just want to ‘Show
Chickens’ and numerous other ‘fun’ activities.
I worked in the Justice area for many years and one of the things
they taught us is to call things what they are and not dress them
up to delude or hide what is really going on.

The other day we went to the movies. We
saw the movie ‘Pecking Order’. It is about a
Chicken competition but really about human
nature. About good and evil. About the real
stupidity of people.
I know some of the people who saw it found it funny, even
hilarious. I just found it sad.
As with a lot of Organisations where retired people (often MEN)
get together for a bit of fun there is often a seedy, smelly,
unpleasant, nasty side.
Usually this is a tiny minority of the group and is often made up
of ‘wanna-bees’. You know those people who wanna be
something else cos their lives are not what they think they
should be. They ‘wanna-bee’ in charge but don’t have the
personality or business skills to be elected by their peers. They
‘wanna-bee’ IMPORTANT. They ‘wanna-bee’ SOMEBODY!
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Mean is just mean. Nasty is just nasty. Lying to deceive others is
mean and nasty. I guess there are much more colourful words to
use but mean and nasty are what they are.
The need of a few individuals to ruin things for all the others says
so much about them and their personal and personality
problems than it does about any organisation.
Remember why you joined ‘your’ organisation. Why you want to
be part of ‘this’ group. If these sad individuals were part of one of
my fruit trees I would trim them oﬀ as they will eventually rot the
whole tree. Essentially pruning is a good way to go.
Please lets just do what we enjoy and STOP those who are
messing with it all by their mean
and nasty behaviour.

Steph
Model Flying World

TRY RACING

SPORT PYLON

JR AIRSAIL are proud to announce we are now the
official NZ supplier for all Big Bruce Racing products.

J Knox

I thought I’d write this note in case you’ve been thinking about
having a go at pylon racing and wondered what’s involved, etc.
So any potential racers out there, here’s a bit of basic
information around the why, what and how of getting into sport
pylon racing.
“Why”, well it’s simple, it’s a heap of fun. Sport class pylon
racing gets the adrenalin pumping, the scores are not
subjective - you race the clock, the fastest most blingy model
nearly never wins. The sport is good for improving the reactions
and provides a great opportunity for a few laughs and a bit of
excitement.
The racing itself is pretty simple; rules are contained within the
MFNZ web site under “pylon” if you want to look at the detail. In
heats of no more than 3 models, the racing consists of 10 laps
around a 3 pylon course with each pilot “started” a second apart
from a rolling take-oﬀ. The times are recorded in seconds and
for Quickie Sport typical course times will be around the 90 120s mark. The racing is against the clock - but sharing the
course with up to 3 other racers ripping up the sky adds that
element of competition which ensures you pull out all the stops
– no one likes being passed! Scoring includes the time to
complete 10 laps and any penalties. Penalties are awarded for
cutting the course and the ﬁrst cut will incur a 10% penalty on
your time – i.e. +10%. So often ﬂying a nice tight (but not too
tight) course will work out better than pushing your luck and
incurring penalties by missing a pylon or wandering outside the
course. Cutting twice though will disqualify you from that
particular race. You do get one get out of jail free card though as
your worst score of the day is dropped anyway.
Each pilot has a helper/caller whose job it is to release the
model under starters instructions for race start and to guide the
pilot around the course by calling the ﬂag drop about #1 pylon
(actually it’s a light signal these days) and may also help to
guide the pilot to ﬂy the model around #2 and #3 pylons (In my
experience, I am so focused on the model, I don’t really see
much else…so rely on the caller a lot). It is a team event - the
caller can have a very signiﬁcant impact on the performance of
the pilot and part of the skill of racing Quickie is to learn how to
work most eﬀectively together.
”What”, well the models are very basic. Typically they are an
ARF type such as the Great Planes Viper, available in a huge
range of colours (red or white that is – you can add some stripes
or stickers to customise it a bit and help identiﬁcation by the
timers). The Quickie models can be equipped with basic gear
consisting of 4 standard servos (rud/ele/ail and thr) and
typically the rud/ele are combined into the V tail with a Tx mix –
not always the case as some designs have standard
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If you are looking for some top quality ARF Pylon
kits you can’t go past BBR kits for quality and
performance.
To take a look at their extensive range go to;
https://bigbruceracing-public.sharepoint.com/
All of these kits are made to order therefore we can
get your new racer manufactured in your own colour
scheme to your requirements

For all enquiries give us a call at JR Airsail
09 2334014 or email us at theteam@airsail.co.nz
We also carry in stock all your racing spares, OS,
Nelson and Merlin glow plugs, Tetra tanks, Jett
Refuelers, FAI wheels and many more
conﬁguration tails and not V tails. Standard servos are ﬁne;
there is not much, if anything, to be gained by going all out on
high end servos.
The motor of choice is the OS 46AXII. They are run using stock
muﬄer and typically using the plate mount supplied with the kit.
These motors run exceptionally well and are very reliable and
cost eﬀective. There are other good brands of motors that can
be used if preferred (but check the rules ﬁrst as some motors
are not permitted). The size of the motor is limited to 7.5cm^3 or
0.46ci in the old numbers. Typically, most racers ﬂy a stock APC
9x7 – you can use other props but the reality is the 9x7 just
seems to work the best. Local retail list prices are around $270
for a motor and $320 for the ARF kit. Some racers opt to build
from scratch or use short kits and these models are often great
performers. But for me, being quite lazy, the ARF will do. I just
pulled the gear out of some old sports model for my Quickie.
Finally, the fuel to be used in competition must be 10%
nitromethane, 18% oil and balance methanol. There is another
fuel class which is run at the Nationals where the models are
essentially the same but the fuel is standard 80/20 with 0%
nitromethane.
“How”, the ﬂying skills required to compete in Quickie Sport I
would say are medium. The models are not hard to ﬂy but they
are quite fast and they can be a bit fun to land sometimes
because of their light wing loading and soft control response.
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With good basic ﬂying skills and a bit of practice on the model
you will ﬁnd, as I did, that your ﬂying improves with every race.
There are some basic/common sense safety rules to abide by
and these are explained at each racing event by the organisers.
Wearing a hard hat when on the course is a mandatory
requirement.
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There are links on the MFNZ web site for further pylon
information and there is a competition calendar produced by the
SIG committee as well. Get in touch with any of the contacts
listed below for further information, we’d be very keen to hear
from you and help where we can. The events are great fun and
low key and when not ﬂying there’s plenty of other course
activities to assist with (timing, starting, cut judge, sausage
sizzler) which is really great to get involved with as it will help
you to understand how the event works. Typically we will get
thru some 5-8 races for each class depending on the weather
and numbers on the day. If you’re after a good bit of excitement
and pitching your ﬂying skills against others’, consider giving
Quickie Sport a go, it’s a great and cost eﬀective introduction to
RC racing and a hell of a lot of fun! We’ve even had a couples
race; where partners call for the pilots which adds a whole new
dimension to the racing, but that’s another story….
Dave Austin (SI)
austindec@xtra.co.nz
Trevor Henderson (SI) bigtrev@xtra.co.nz
John Danks (NI)
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Upper NI Pylon Calendar 2017

November 19th
December 17th

2018

January 2nd-7th
February 18th
March 18th
March 23rd-25th
April 29th
May 27th

Paul Clausen Airﬁeld, Puketaha
Airsail MAC, Pukekawa

NZ Nationals, Carterton
Paul Clausen Airﬁeld, Puketaha
Airsail MAC, Pukekawa
Airsail MAC, Pukekawa
Paul Clausen Airﬁeld, Puketaha
Airsail MAC, Pukekawa

Have a go days at Airsail MAC

October 6th
October 15th

Venues:
JR Airsail Airﬁeld
Paul Clausen Airﬁeld

299 Native Rd, Pukekawa
299 Native Rd, Pukekawa

299 Native Rd., Pukekawa
244 Telephone Rd, Puketaha
(Fonterra No. 72709)

Model Flying NZ Pylon SIG along
with the help of the Airsail Model
Aviation Club will be running some
RC Pylon workshops throughout the pre season months, the
ﬁrst workshop will be held on Sunday October 8th followed by
Sunday October 15th. The full FAI Pylon course will be set up
for anyone with a basic ﬁxed wing Wings Badge to have a go. If
you just want to come and have a look at what goes on at a
pylon race meeting you are more than welcome too, we will also
be giving people who would like to come and help out with time
keeping, light operation or calling some experience with these
operations, after all we need lots of people helping when an
event is in progress.
The day is free but bring along some gold coins for a sausage
sizzle lunch. The gates will be open from 9.30 and after a short
talk on safety, no go zones etc. we will be ready for a ﬂying demo
around 10.30 followed by pilot involvement.
Any aircraft up to .60 size can be raced including electric
foamies so if you have a hot .40 model or a cooking foamie bring
them along, we will do a short safety check on the models ﬁrst
so make sure all the hinges/control linkages etc. are secure
before you arrive.
So if you’ve always wanted to have a go at RC Pylon Racing but
you’re not sure about turning up at a meeting then this is the
opportunity to go racing without the pressure of an actual
competition, you can do this in your own time but still get the
experience of racing on a full FAI course with lights and timing
clock in operation.
Hope to see you all having a go,
Cheers John Danks

SIG
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GETTING STARTED IN

TURBINE JETS

design as a ﬁrst model, a modern and locally well supported
turbine (such as a Kingtech), and ensuring your proposed
model has been well looked after and has a good history.
Call me biased but I suggest you can’t go wrong with an
Xcalibur, Boomerang Elan or similar as a ﬁrst jet. A new Xcalibur
will set you back around $6000 “in the air” and a Boomerang
Elan about $6500 for a very good set up but without going “gold
plated”. Expect to pay $4000 to $5000 for a late model, well
maintained and well spec’d preloved example.

Steven Wilson
FirebrandAeroRC

FirebrandAeroRC Xcalibur now owned by a Christchurch customer

Complexity

The author at 2017 Tokoroa Jets with his Tomahawk Design Futura which
was originally owned by Craig Abbott, one of NZ’s top jet builders &
pilots.

Introduction

Conceptually turbines are pretty simple. They are precision bits
of engineering however, so not inexpensive. With operating
temps of circa 600 Degrees C, and spinning at well over
100,000 rpm it’s not hard to understand why.
The good news for modellers is all we have to be able to do is
assemble the components, fuel up & ﬂy!

Hi all ... I love the sound of a turbine start sequence and smell of
burned Jet A1 so hopefully this brief article will give other
potential newbies to the world of jets the conﬁdence to give it a
go.

Older turbines will usually be propane start, but later model units
will be full auto start. Basically, this means the start sequence is
fully automated using on-board jet fuel for start-up. Most
modern turbines will run using Jet A1 or diesel. Personally, I use
Jet A1 only. Its clean and the exhaust smell is great.

Many of you will be aware I set up FirebrandAeroRC 18 months
ago, so ﬁrst the disclaimer. All comments, thoughts and
suggestions are my personal experiences and made without
warranties, explicit or implied!

It’s possible to set up a basic turbine model using only 6 or 7
channels but most people in jet circles avoid using “Y” leads so
10 – 14 plus channels is the norm.

Overcoming the Initial Barriers

So why do so few of us make the transition to jets? My guess,
and speaking personally:
1. Cost (I now prefer to use the term investment requirement!)
2. The perception of complexity
3. Concern that jets must be hard to ﬂy

And here is my experience…

1
2
3

Cost. There is no such thing as a cheap turbine jet!
Complexity. Perception is not necessarily reality. Many
jets are no more complex than more advanced prop
models, just diﬀerent.
Hard to Fly. That depends on the model, but good sport
trainer turbine jets are very well mannered and very
forgiving.

Futaba & JR radio gear is likely to dominate at jet meets,
however there’s no reason owners of later model Spectrum
radio or other good quality gear need to change allegiances
when setting up a basic sport trainer jet…you might just need a
Y lead or two in the set up if channels are limited.
A typical turbine model set will comprise:
1. Airframe & landing gear – usually retracts (air or electric)
and braked wheels
2. Turbine & running gear – turbine, ECU (the brains), fuel
pump, tank & air trap, turbine battery, plumbing etc.
3. Electronics – good quality servos, dual RX batteries,
battery switch backer, and RX

Cost (…or Investment Required!)

Dual RX’s running through a Powerbox SRS (Serial Receiver
System) unit or similar, gyros etc are common with larger, more
expensive models but generally not considered necessary in
the likes of Xcalibur’s and Boomerang’s.

There is absolutely nothing wrong with buying a good used
model, but I do recommend going with a proven sport trainer

If you’re new to turbine jets, it’s a good idea to solicit the help of
someone who can help get you started. For me that was Paul
Connor from Jet Centre NZ and the local Kingtech agent. To be
honest, without Pauls support I doubt I would have had the
conﬁdence to take the plunge, so I am very grateful for all his
help!

The bottom line is turbines do require a bit of budget. Used, old
& cheap are likely to prove more hassle than they are worth, so
if buying second hand equipment take care to check it out
thoroughly.
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Above – A simple
installation in an
Xcalibur. Air tanks for
the Retracts & Brakes
over the main fuel tank,
RX and switchgear to
right, ECU & Fuel
Pump to left, Air Trap
centre and batteries up
front in nose.
Centre – K60 in an
Xcalibur (6 kg thrust
turbine). No tail pipe
required. Most go with
an 8kg turbine in this
model but its light with
a K60 and ﬂies
beautifully!
Above right– A more
complex set up in the
authors Futura. Air
tanks for the Retracts &
Brakes are under the
ﬂoor, and RX batteries
are side mounted (can
just be made out to left
& right of nose gear).
Dual RX’s feed into
Powerbox iGyro SRS
and Cockpit SRS. On
board GSU (Ground
Support Unit) provides
run status information.
Fuel tank, airtrap &
smoke oil tank & pump
middle. Kingtech K100
turbine (10kg thrust) to
rear exiting via a
bifurcated tail pipe.

The authors ﬁrst jet landing at Mercer – Kingtech powered
preloved Boomerang purchased from Paul Connor at jet Centre
NZ. Paul has been an outstanding help to the writer.

Flying

Those with much greater knowledge
than me could write a book on RC
turbine models, with several chapters
dedicated to ﬂying. However, the
Editor of Flyers World gave me a
couple of pages total so I will keep it
brief.
At the risk of stating the obvious, a
scale jet is likely to be less forgiving
than a Sport model like an Xcalibur or
Elan. My recommendation is don’t
start with the likes of an F16!
Most readers will have a basic Wings
badge. MFNZ issues a Jet Turbine
badge and anyone ﬂying turbine jets
should have this qualiﬁcation (or be working towards attainment
of their Jet Turbine Wings with a suitably qualiﬁed colleague).
Here are a few operational & ﬂying learnings based on my
personal experience:
1. Sport jets are not diﬃcult to ﬂy, just a bit diﬀerent to
conventional prop models.
Lesson # 1 - Solicit the help of someone locally who knows
what they are doing. It will save you time & money in the
long run.
2. Even a mid-size Sport/Trainer jet like an Xcalibur or Elan
requires a turn of speed for take-oﬀ. Take-oﬀ run will vary
hugely depending on the model, power to weight,
runway/strip condition etc. but 70-80 meters should prove
adequate.
Lesson # 2 – Its best not to start the take-oﬀ roll with most of
the strip behind you.
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3. The same model will ﬂy and land exceptionally slowly in a
“high alpha” state. That is nose up, with a bit of power on
(see photo below). Get your ﬁnal approach just right and
you can land and stop one of these jets in 20 or 30 metres.
However, that can be easier said than done! By deﬁnition
jets are slippery and I have found myself using all of the 100
metres plus of strip I ﬂy at on more than one occasion.
Lesson # 3 - If your approach set up isn’t right make a go
around call early. A jet with a lot of excess speed across the
threshold will use up the available strip ahead of you very
quickly.
4. Unlike a gas ignition prop plane, jets burn a lot of fuel. Even
a small turbine (e.g. 6 – 8kg) will burn about 200 - 250 ml of
fuel a minute, so half a litre of reserve fuel might only be
enough for two go arounds.
Lesson # 4 – Plan to land with a decent amount of fuel still
on board, allowing suﬃcient reserves for at least 2
Model Flying World

comfortable go arounds if needed.
5. Turbines have a thing called “spool up time”. Even modern
turbines have an idle to full throttle spool up time of a couple
of seconds. It doesn’t sound like much but it can seem like
an eternity when you make the “go around” call low and late,
and there’s a fence or trees to clear at the end of the strip!
Lesson # 5 – A good jet pilot “ﬂies ahead” of the model and
understands turbine lag.
6. Most jets are fast relative to prop models. A mid-size sport
trainer jet will use a similar amount of airspace as a 30-60cc
prop plane, but is generally smaller and a lot faster. Larger
scale jet need a lot of airspace.
Lesson # 6 – If you wouldn’t ﬂy a large warbird at a
particular strip, it’s not likely to be suitable for even a sport
trainer jet and almost certainly not a place for a scale jet. Fly
with an observer, don’t take your eye oﬀ the model, and
don’t let it get too far away!

5. Don’t let people crowd around your model on start up. Keep
them behind the turbine and well to the left or right of the
model.
If you have been tempted to give jets a try, as the Nike slogan
says, “Just Do it!” I’m conﬁdent you will love turbine jets and like
me, wonder what took you so long.
Happy ﬂying
Steve.

Safety

As readers will know, the basic Wings qualiﬁcation has a big
bias towards safety. With jets, the same common-sense rules
apply, but here are a couple of points worth reinforcing.
1. Avoid becoming distracted by interested spectators when
setting up your jet model for ﬂight
2. Always do a range check, do pre-ﬂight checks carefully &
ensure the turbine “failsafe” mode is set up correctly
3. You must have a good CO2 ﬁre extinguisher at start up, and
readily available during ﬂight. Fires at start-up can occur,
and jets can literally explode in a ball of ﬂames in a crash.
4. Start your model well away from the pits, and in the
designated start area.
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The Original

Introduction

My name is Jarrod Langstone. In a previous life my modelling career
came to rapid halt after I put a model through the roof of my parent’s
roof…best not go there! A little older & wiser now (older anyway!), I
got back into the hobby about 12 months ago after meeting Steve at
FirebrandAeroRC.
Since then I have put together ARF’s from Great Planes & Hangar 9
and most recently the Premier Aircraft Yak 54. The Premier Aircraft
brand is not well known here, but it is without doubt a stand out ARF
from my experience.

1st Impressions

The Yak is well packaged and it was great to see FirebrandAeroRC
“Quality Assurance” stickers in the box indicating the model had been
checked for damage before it came to me. The wing bags that come
with the kit are a nice addition and to me suggest a manufacturer who
focused on quality.
The model spans 76” and is almost as long at 75”. I suspect the length
helps make for a beautifully mannered model in the air. The
fuselage/cowl is “oversize” in diameter which not only makes the
model feel big and look very impressive!

The Build

All surfaces were pre-hinged and only required gluing. The
placement of the hinges was perfect. The vertical and horizontal
stabilizer ﬁt is engineered to ﬁt the fuselage slots perfectly.
Installing the servos, pushrods, horns etc. was a pleasure. The
Savox servos selected were a perfect ﬁt. Completion of the control
surfaces only took an hour or so. I might add, the hardware (push
rods, horns etc.) are all of great quality although I did take the
opportunity to up-grade to some really nice titanium & alloy hardware
from Firebrand!
A DLE 35RA was speciﬁed by Steve for this model. Pre-drilled
ﬁrewall meant the engine slotted in easily. In fact, within 30 minutes I
had her installed, wired and ready to go. Firebrand stocks a really tidy
choke mount/arm ﬁtting (see photo). No more scrubby bits of wire on
my models!
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The model will accept an exhaust canister if you wish, although I
was happy with the standard DLE exhaust set up.
I am sure you are starting to see a theme here… that this model
comes together very nicely.
If ﬁtting a DLE35RA or similar you may like to consider is
shorter engine stand-oﬀs as the prop looks to stick out a little in
my view.
I have also installed extra exhaust silencers to soften the 2
stroke sound.
This model deserves a bit of extra eﬀort with the radio
installation, so I also took the opportunity to show my true
talents by spending most of my time on a ﬂash wiring job! Steve
provided me with some really nice carbon lining for the servo
tray, braid for leads etc.

Flying

The weather has been against us and our ﬁeld is a bog, so the
Yak is yet to be maidened but I have absolutely no doubt it will
be as much a stunner in the air as it is on the ground.

Summary

Build Quality
Covering Quality
Hardware Quality
Ease of Build
Value
Overall Rating

10
9
9
10
9
9.5/10

Jarrod

Looks pretty darn good if I do say so myself!
I ﬁtted a Powerbox iGyro3e (what a beautiful bit of gear) and on
Steve suggestion am trying a DualSky VRPro battery backer as
I wanted dual battery redundancy.
To ﬁnish oﬀ, Firebrand supplied a Metts 19x8 prop and beautiful
spinner that perfectly complements the Yaks lines.
I took a bit of a leap of faith when Steve recommended the
Premier Aviation Yak. But I can honestly say only a few days into
the build and I was asking Steve what other models were
available from this manufacturer. I’m that impressed with the
quality, precision and accuracy of all parts in the plane.
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PRINTING
for model plane parts

using Tinkercad Neil Marfell
Getting to grips with 3d printing takes a certain amount of
experimentation and patience. What looks OK in a drawing
may not be satisfactory when printed. Or you ﬁnd that the
printer has been trying to print with no ﬁlament going through
the head. However I’ve managed to create a number of simple
and useful designs to include in model projects. From pilots to
servo holders. My Multiplex Pilatus broke a small plastic strut
ﬁtting on its ﬁrst landing and it was pretty simple recreate that
part that part.
The two printing ﬁlaments that I use are PLA (plastic) and ABS
(the material Lego is made of). ABS is a lot tougher. They
come in reels of various sizes and colours, also in small
amounts just rolled up. I’ve found white and black the most
useful colours. Locally Jaycar and the Warehouse Stationery
have a reasonable selection, but the cheapest I’ve found is on
Ebay with free shipping. A couple of retailers ( Noel Leeming
and M10) that promoted 3D printing and sold the printers seem
to have now decided to cease selling them along with the
ﬁlament. There is ﬁlament and poor ﬁlament and a higher price
does not always reﬂect good quality. What seems to bother my
printer most is the thickness tolerance. I’ve had the odd reel
that the printer will not pull through. Most enthusiasts’ printers
use 1.75mm thickness. Something else to aware of is the head
temperature at which the ﬁlament melts, and my printer does
not allow for any temperatures tweaks and has the
temperature is set for the two types of ﬁlament. The printer
comes with its own software where parameters, such as size
can be changed or add copies before you print. However you
are limited by the size of the printing bed, 100mm in my case.
Be prepared to disassemble the printer head for cleaning, as
it’s not always obvious what’s wrong if the ﬁlament refuses to
extrude.
The printer when set to print lays down a bed of material that it
prints the object on. This bed of material has to be removed
when the printing is ﬁnished which can be quite diﬃcult,
especially when it is completely stuck to the object. Most
printers have a heated bed to stop warping, and I ﬁnd its best to
do this removal while the print is still warm.
Now the drawing. You have to end up with a STL ﬁle that the
printer recognises. The programme I use for drawing is
Tinkercad, https://www.tinkercad.com/ which produces this
ﬁle format. I saw Tinkercad being used by high school students
and it was free so it seemed like a likely contender. Once
registered it will store your designs.Other 3D drawing
programmes I’ve had a go with are far more sophisticated and
if you’re not using them all the time they can be hard going.
Tinkercad is a web based 3D design programme, based on the
idea of shapes that can be a solid or a “hole”. It’s a cunning
concept and works well especially on a fast internet
connection. By grouping solids and “holes” it’s possible to
create relatively complex parts. There is also a library of
shapes associated with Tinkercad in drop down menus. Those
shapes can be tweaked in turn using further menus. Accurate
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measurements can be entered on the drawing that the design
will follow. Exporting and saving the STL ﬁle is a simple
process. There are a number of tutorials on YouTube that that
take you through all its features.........................................
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KCaenAGeK_Q
There are thousands of design’s all ready for downloading
from the internet and RC plane enthusiasts have certainly
been busy posting a lot of them. Most are free, some are Zip
ﬁles so need extracting from this format.
Say you want a pilot, just search for 3D RC pilot. e.g.
http://www.yeggi.com/q/pilot+bust/?s=tx You could then
import the ﬁle into Tinkercad, scale it or, add headphones.. I
was looking for a pair of vintage wheels similar to the Williams
Brothers product. A search on the internet turned up a Williams
pair on Ebay for $34US, and a further search came up blank
for a 3D ﬁle. Using Tinkercad it was possible to generate a
drawing using various Tinkercad supplied shapes, sizing,
aligning and turning some into holes and ﬁnally grouping them
a respectable wheel was generated in ABS. It took a number of
prints to get a satisfactory wheel which seems the case for
most designs. Luckily Para Rubber had suitable rubber for a
tire. In this case it was easier to print in two halves and glue the
back on to secure the tire. Around a $1 each. The Vickers
machine gun was also developed as a two piece unit. The
radial engine was a design taken from the net and the unit’s
interior dimensions altered using a cylinder “hole” to the
brushless motors casing size. Placing the “hole” in the correct
position, aligning and grouping gave the desired result so the
radial could be ﬁtted onto the motor.
3D printing is really only another tool and used with other
conventional methods of modelling can provide quick and
easy solutions to complicated fabrications. If you can do a 3D
drawing there is a likelihood you can get a good product.
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F3K (Discus launch glider) World championship
diary.

The New Zealand Team have had a glorious history in this
event, winning Gold, Silver, Gold at previous attempts. The
team have practiced long and hard for the previous six months
in anticipation of great things, but there is always a struggle to
make training into the winter months in New Zealand relevant
to a competition that takes place in the middle of the European
summer. We placed a lot of emphasis on the build up this year
and ran some very successful fundraising activities to help the
team. To all of you who ate breakfast at the Nats, bought raﬄe
tickets or attended clinics, a huge thank you. It makes a big
diﬀerence to the team not to worry about admin and to focus on
the ﬂying. What follows is an edited version of our daily diary
posted on Facebook. We regularly had over 1500 people
reading it with some posts going to over 3000 people around
the world. The team pilots are Neal Moss, Kevin Botherway and
Joe Wurts with Jonathan Shorer as Team manager.
Day one, after leaving Auckland on Sunday 16th July.
Oﬀ to Lviv in the west of the Ukraine. A country in turmoil as it
ﬁghts with Russia for access to the Black Sea. Two ﬂights down
and two more to go. So far we have got to Hong Kong with
pretty much everything happening on time. We are standing by
for some major changes in temperature and Kevin has
prepared for the tropical heat of Hong Kong by stripping down to
shorts and jandals on the plane. It is raining and overcast
outside and he is sitting in the air conditioned splendour of the
lounge trying not to shiver. Now for a 4 hour wait and another
12 hours on the next plane to Austria.

Now in Vienna with another 6 hour wait before the ﬁnal ﬂight.
We can see a bunch of ATRs parked out on the pan so it looks
like a bus ride from the terminal. They are a bit far away to be
looking for the baggage trolley ﬁlled with long white boxes but
the big reveal will come at 1.30am when we ﬁnd out if
everything has got here safely. We ﬂew directly overhead our
ﬁnal destination in Lviv, Ukraine so will be backtracking the last
part of the way. Getting to the hotel is seeming like a really
attractive option.
Tuesday 18th July
I guess that you could say that it has been quite a long day. If
you count from midnight when we took oﬀ from Vienna through
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the ﬂight to Lviv and our easy trip through customs, it has been
quite a lot of hours. Some of us got a couple of hours sleep, but
Rowdy decided that it wasn't worth it and cracked straight into
the day. We had a great breakfast in the hotel and met up with a
couple of the US team, Toby and Skylar. Toby is nicknamed
“the gorilla” and can launch to around 100 metres but this much
force does have a tendency to rip models apart. We headed out
to the ﬁeld using the hotel bus and found it to be only a few kms
up the road. Huge work has gone into setting up the site and
more is still to come. The normally lumpy Wilga Cup ﬁeld has
been treated to a large vibrating road roller treatment and is now
pretty free of ankle snapping holes. Some of the tents are up
and we used one to start to build models. The usual argy bargy
of who has what tool ensued but eventually some new models
started to take shape. We started with the empty ﬁeld for some
practice sessions but very soon after, our three ﬂyers became 7
as others took advantage of Rowdies shouting to join in the
timed sessions.
We saw lots of bird life indicating the lift. Lots of storks gracefully
soaring away and occasionally ﬂapping furiously to indicate big
areas of sink. We found the nearest beer supplier and the
organisers treated us to a fabulous lunch so we are all set for a
full day of practice tomorrow. More teams are arriving so the
renewing of old friendships promises a very sociable time.
Wednesday 19th July
Last nights building of new planes went a bit awry when Joe and
Rowdy were joined by about 20 more people in his room, all of
whom wanted to help by oﬀering suggestions and ordering
more drinks on room service. In the morning, quite a tidy pile of
bottles and glasses were placed in the corridor as evidence of
the revelry. The hotel has switched to a buﬀet to cope with the
numbers and we saw for the ﬁrst time the local cuisine. It is a
very good spread but there are several traps for the unwary.
Along with the apple juice and orange juice, a jug looked to
contain milk, but several of us put yoghurt into our morning tea.
It is not the same!
We had a bus ride out to the ﬁeld after surviving squeezing up
the service road past the incoming beer supply truck, they must
know that some thirsty ﬂiers have arrived. Mirrors were almost
exchanged but we all breathed in and no paint was scrapped. It
promised to be a hot day and was fairly still. The team have
been working hard to get planes built and are very happy with
the latest iteration of the Snipe. Murray Race made a great new
design for the wings and Vladimir has turned it into a very
distinctive look. Several were test ﬂown today and they ﬂy well
and have a good colour scheme which stands out well. Mid
afternoon, the sky began to darken upwind and it looked as
those “close” was going to turn into “thundery”. Suddenly, big
ﬂashes of lightning and torrential rain. We rushed around to
pack away the models and people fought to stop the tents
blowing away. We managed to pack away without too much
chaos but the tents fared less well. The site is ﬂattened. We
packed all of our stuﬀ into our little caravan but we have yet to
get it hooked up to the mains so that the fridge can be brought
into play.
Soaked and bedraggled we gratefully accepted a ride back to
the hotel from Team Australia. Tomorrow is the last practice day
before the Cup so we will have to get everything completed and
ready to go. There is a lot of work for the organisers to get the
site reconstructed but I'm sure that they will get it ﬁxed.
Thursday 20th July
A less stressful day today. We started with a lesson in tent
reconstruction. Almost every one of the shelters was ﬂattened
and the plastic held big pools of rainwater that we had to shift
before we could lift them up. We annexed New Zealand from
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Russia as we couldn't lift their tent at the same time and soon
had our shelter looking shipshape. Fortunately, the ground
underneath the tent was dry so we set up camp and the guys
began some test ﬂying. Gradually, other teams arrived and we
were able to use our new found erection skills to help them out.
It was a solid day of practice with the air continually changing
throughout. From moments of abundant lift to everyone coming
down together.
There were a couple of mid airs and the odd spectacular
plummet. Several people were doing a bit of repair work but
fractured wings are beyond hope. The organisers are training
the timekeepers and we have started the lunch service. Finally,
the bar has become operational and so, all of the pieces are in
place. Tomorrow we begin the competition routine. Breakfast at
6.30, opening ceremony and then the contest begins. The bus
back to the hotel is at 8 pm, so a full day. Then, shower, dinner,
bed, ﬂy, repeat ten times til the prizegiving.
Several team tents have yet to be occupied but there are 126
competitors entered into the cup so the ﬁeld will be crowded and
ﬁnding clear air will be a priority. Shall we have an early night to
prepare ourselves for the coming fray or shall we meet old
friends, tell stories and enjoy having ten teams staying in the
same hotel?
Friday 21st July
Don't say life is predictable! But you'll have to wait to ﬁnd out
why! We settled into competition routine. Up at 5.30am, sort
out and into breakfast before 6.30am. A good spread of
continental sliced meat and cheese together with fried eggs and
boiled sausages. Everyone is getting the hang of the cuisine
and thinking that unlimited food might have a downside.
We got to the ﬁeld on a light ﬂuﬀy morning and had a brief
opening ceremony with raising of the Ukraine ﬂag and the
National anthem. The competition kicked oﬀ at 9.30 and we
were quickly into the fray. All of the team managed to max the
ﬁrst round which is a great conﬁdence booster. As the day
developed, the air got more nasty and there were several
rounds of carnage. There were some mid air collisions which is
a hazard with 16 pilots launching at once. There were also quite
a lot of people making the big run of shame from landing out.
The great thing about our tent location is that we are downwind
of the ﬂying area so every now and then, we see a big black
shadow on the roof of the tent as people scrape for home.
We've watched several planes biﬀ into the organisers caravan
which is not a good thing.
So, I predicted that we would ﬂy 5 rounds and ﬁnish at about
7.45. We made good progress through round 4 and had got to
the last heat of 8 when the sky blackened, lightning blossomed
all around and the still air suddenly became gale force. We had
already started to pack away but suddenly Vladimir called oﬀ
the round and we scrambled to get everything safe. We
practiced our reverse erection skills which doesn't seem to
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have a name. Anyway, we dropped the tents and waited for the
rain. Which didn't come. It went both sides of us. However,
having deconstructed the entire ﬂying site and with the strong
wind gusts, Vladimir decided that enough was enough for the
day. We ﬁnished the day with round 4 missing one heat but at
the end of round 3, Rowdy is 16, Joe is 22 and Neal is 34 out of
126.
As the wind went ﬂat, the boys whipped oﬀ the wing bags and
got in a quick 45 minutes of additional practice. Roll on
tomorrow, we end with prize giving and an Oompah band.
Should be great!
Saturday 22nd July
Second day of the cup and a good day for weather. Cloudy in
the morning and quite cool at 18C. We all had our bright orange
jackets on and people kept wanting to buy them oﬀ us. Space in
the luggage prevents us from carrying spares and since it has
poured with rain twice now, selling the only coats that we have
seems like a bad idea. The team put in good consistent scores
and gradually climbed the scoreboard.
As lunch came, the sun came out and the temperature rose. We
had a sudden spate of commercial activity and sold out all of our
fancy shirts. Congrats to Murray Race for a great design.
Thermal activity started to get more active and some pilots had
long runs to collect land outs. It looked as though we would only
get through 4 rounds in the day and so Poker was to be the ﬁnal
round. First up was Rowdy who went for broke at 9.58 and ﬂew
most of the round below launch height. We all stood outside the
tents and held our breath as he scraped from one scrappy bit of
lift to the next. However, we all gave a sigh of relief as he made
the time and landed safely. Joe was up next and climbed away
to win the tiniest spot competition as we stood and said "well I
can't see it". Looking back, Joe was lying on the ground so, not
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too stressed. Neal put in a very competent ﬂight and we were
ﬁnished for the day. Some pretty good scores and no disasters
so we ﬁnished with Rowdy 12th, Joe 15th and Neal 35th.
We had a prizegiving and a great meal on the ﬁeld with a brass
band and some drinking, but we cut and run back to the hotel as
tomorrow is a big day. It is "only" registration, but we need to dial
in the models for the competition. And of course put on our glad
rags for the opening ceremony.
Sunday 23rd July
Model processing went well with all of our planes scrutineered
without an issue. The pilots made the best of the day getting in
some ﬁnal practice and there were several periods of booming
lift. Plenty of attention was given to ﬁnal set up as most of our
models are brand new and have been kept out of the fray until
now to avoid the chance of getting damaged before the contest
starts.
We went downtown in buses for the opening ceremony. Lviv is a
city of almost 1 million people and dates back to the days of the
Silk Road from China to Europe so has plenty of history to oﬀer.
The ceremony was held in the central city square and we were
surrounded by camera platforms from the local TV station. We
had a small parade to introduce the competitors and then
speeches of welcome in two languages. This was followed by
spectacular displays of acrobatics and traditional dancing.
There were a couple of performers on stilts and a dramatic
ﬁnale with pyrotechnic streamers. We thought that the stilt
walker looking into the launcher to see if all the streamers had
been ﬁred was a brave move, but fortunately, he didn't get a
face full of explosives.
We then gathered into groups for a walking tour of the city to tell
us about the history. Our guide warmed to his task and when
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we got to the restaurant for dinner at 9.15, catching the 9.30
bus looked unlikely. The restaurant was suddenly packed by
the arrival of nearly 100 of us and service was slow. We had
some entertainment as the compare asked who had travelled
the furthest. We sent Rowdy to the stage and he won a jug of
beer as his reward. His fellow travellers looked bemused as
Rowdy downed it in one. He had thought of doing it whilst
standing on his head but didn't want to draw too much attention
to himself. Really!
We heard that the buses were put back but still the food was
slow coming and several groups gave up and left, grabbing a
burger as they went back to the hotel. Eventually, we got
transport home and found that we had dodged a big
thunderstorm during the evening.
In bed just before midnight and up before 6 ready for the
contest. We travelled out to the ﬁeld in bright sunshine but now
with 5 minutes to the start, it has clouded up. Joe leads us oﬀ in
Group B.
Monday 24th July
Day one of the world championships. As we waited for the bus,
the weather looked pretty good. The sky was clear if a bit hazy.
Joe and I discussed the various forecasts. I'd seen one with a
prediction of thunderstorms in the morning, but the sky didn't
look like that. We got to the ﬁeld and the cloud built til it was full
overcast and after an initial round, we were into it. Joe ﬂew ﬁrst
and managed to do OK but then Rowdy and Neal ﬂew as the
conditions got more brutal. We didn't make the best choices
and both started oﬀ with a round that you'd rather drop. As we
got the ﬁrst round results, we were in 21st place. Not ideal and
the weather is predicted to be turbulent. The weather got
easier and scores gradually improved. With each round, we've
crept up two places so with 16 rounds to go, it is doable! We just
need to max each round from now forwards. We were not sure
how long ﬂying would go on. If we had stuck to the programme,
we might still have been ﬂying well past 8 o'clock, but
fortunately, Vladimir had compassion and we were able to
make a run for the hotel for a team talk. Tomorow is another day
and we are determined to keep pushing.
Tuesday 25th July
Rowdy thought that the hotel had been bombed. The rest of us
thought that it was a thunderstorm. Either way, they don't have
a water shortage here. For about a half an hour, we had a
spectacular light show accompanied by torrential rain. But after
the night's excitements, breakfast was perfectly normal with
dry roads and no visible ill eﬀects. When we got to the ﬁeld, it
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had drained well with just a little standing water, but it looked like
a good night not to be in a tent. Our little caravan has done a
great job of keeping the models safe and looks like a nice place
for a snooze during the day, apart from it being like a sauna.
First round of the morning was “last ﬂight”, we were up early with
a cloudy sky and lift was diﬃcult to ﬁnd. We didn't get oﬀ to a
great start but are determined to keep pushing as hard as we
can. As the day progressed, Joe continued to put in very solid
performances and also coached Rowdy and Neal to
outstanding ﬂights. It was heart in the mouth stuﬀ as we willed
the models upwards by shouting "climb". Steadily, we have
managed to sneak up the leader board as others have
succumbed to the shifty conditions. There were plenty of land
outs and last we heard the South African team were still missing
a model landed in the village a km away.
We were promised thunderstorms but they never came. We
heard thunder and felt spits of rain but continued to ﬂy. In fact,
Vladimir decided to push through round 9 which Joe completed
as it started to get dusk. You can see how bright the timing lights
look in one of the photos. In between, Joe got a chance to do a
TV interview and Rowdy made friends with a girl who wanted to
pose with a model. We're thinking that Rowdy may need tighter
pants to compete but no-one is volunteering to help to paint
them on. ine rounds done and 11 to go. Plenty of chances for
mistakes and we just need to make fewer of them. We've
peaked at 10th place today so need to keep pushing hard and
not make mistakes. Certainly, the conditions keep testing us to
the limit.
Wednesday 26th July
Day 3 of the competition and, as expected, highly variable
conditions throughout the day. When we left the hotel, it was
more chilly than usual. We gathered around the ﬁeld and had a
bit of a delay at the start. Possibly the heavy rain had got to the
screens but it took a little while to get the system working. We
were able to spend a little time watching the juniors before our
time to ﬂy came. As seems often to be the case, the ﬁrst round
was tough. However, it got better, the sun came out and we had
some spectacular ﬂights. We are becoming "team low save".
There is a nice place to be over our tent, but when I can read the
writing on the FAI label on the bottom of the fuselage as it ﬂies
over, it is not good for the heart. Joe pushed the limit by doing
this with more than 1.30 to go. He circled over the tent for a while
as we had palpitations and then he told us it was all to his grand
plan.
Clearly, the local storks are getting used to the strange non
ﬂapping birds, but one didn't quite have the collision avoidance
thing ﬁgured out and got struck by a launching plane. It ﬂew on
without a worry so no harm done. We've seen a few bits of
model carnage including collisions and a wing fold, plenty of big
runs into the distance to collect land outs and several failed
attempts to get back home over the tents. Following the slightly
delayed start, it looked like a late evening in prospect, but
Vladimir surprised us by calling a halt to seniors at 5.30. We
packed up and headed back to the hotel. A great day of variable
conditions, lots of people with big drops and some spectacular
saves. Jamie Cannon knife edging between the tent guys back
to the ﬁeld was special.
We have two more days when the weather looks pretty good so
we need to claw our way up from around 10th. Plenty of
mistakes still to come, it just has to be not us.
Thursday 27th July
Day 4. We made a great start to the day with a good round of
poker. Joe and Rowdy both went all in and made it. Neal was
more conservative but still made good times. We thought that
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we were on a roll but gradually the wheels started to fall oﬀ.
Uncharacteristically, Joe made a couple of poor calls and
missed the ﬁeld. People were astonished. "Did Joe land out?"
As he sneaked in to land, he suddenly hit sink with nowhere to
go. So, two poor rounds and our ambitions to get onto the
podium were dashed. We started to look at other targets. Stay
on the ﬁrst page of results? We are slightly ahead of Team
Australia and trying to be best Southern Hemisphere team. But
another day of big ups and downs could mean anything.
Kevin went for the highest ever F3K award. Joe thinks that it
was probably at 2600ft agl. It was certainly tiny and invisible
when nose on. Even driving forward, Kevin thought that it was
still going up. But he made his time which is all that counts.
We have had some stellar ﬂights from all three pilots but can't
be consistent.
Other points of note, last night, the garbage truck sank through
the grass and was stuck ﬁrm in the peaty soil. Clearly, all the rain
is having an eﬀect on the soil conditions. From the tire tracks,
they used a tractor to pull it out, but repairing the damage to the
grass was more low tech as Paulina our translator and a timer
raked the mud back into the holes.
It has been a great contest with one more day to come. There
are three pilots, Hermann Haas, Rowdy and Joe, who have
made the ﬂyoﬀs in the last three competitions and none of them
look like making it this time. The young guns can just throw so
high and then ﬁnd the lift! Great weather great friends but this
year, we're going to be watching the podium from the back.
Friday 28th July. The 5th and ﬁnal day for us.
We were determined to try our hardest and the weather was
looking good. Clear blue skies and not much wind as we arrived
at the ﬁeld. We put up our tent and unpacked the models from
the caravan. There was a sense of anticipation as we got in a
bit of practice to see how the air felt this morning. Pretty good
was the verdict. Light and ﬂuﬀy, the favourite phrase. As we
know, that means everyone does equally well in the ﬁrst round
and then, as the ground warms up, things begin to change. The
air seems here to be able to change rapidly. One round can be
very benign and moments later, pilots have launched high and
are scratching around looking for a places to land and hoping to
make it back onto the ﬁeld. Pilots who thought that they were
safely into the ﬂyoﬀs were making mistakes and getting
penalties.
The morning round was ﬁve heats of all up last down which
takes forever. We started at 9 and ﬁnished at one. After Rowdy
ﬁnished his heat, I said, relax, you have 4 hours til your next
heat. On the nineteenth heat of twenty, Neal was to falter with a
land out, narrowly missing the tape. Rowdy had some great
ﬂights and did really well. Despite the air being very tricky both
pilots and callers were exhilarated by the conditions. It was a big
roller coaster with huge variation between victory and disaster.
A fair few models were destroyed. Some energy was expended
running oﬀ the ﬁeld and the odd curse cast as the tents got in
the way of a low landing approach. As the results came in,
places changed and hearts were broken. People who looked
set for the ﬂyoﬀ succumbed to the choppy conditions. The ﬁnal
round was very windy and the sky was like a washing machine,
some planes were shot up into the air and other plunged to the
ground. Joe seemed to be continually re launching in pursuit of
his three best times and Neal found the route to the heavens
with Joes great calling.
And so, our contest is ﬁnished. Joe has failed to make the ﬂy oﬀ
for the ﬁrst time in 25 years and been beaten by Rowdy. We
don't know what we could have done to do better, but standing
on a 20 metre platform to launch would have been a help. We've
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had a great time and ﬁnished 12th overall. Neal has done really
well at his ﬁrst WC event and Rowdy and Joe have shown that
you can't win em all. But we did manage to beat the Aussies.
Fly oﬀ day ‘Windy as, bro!’
Some days, you are itching to ﬂy and others, it's great to watch
other people. When we got to the ﬁeld, the ﬂags were crackling
in the breeze and it was coming from a more Northerly direction
than we've so far seen. It looked to promise some exciting ﬂying
and a whole new area to run after land outs. It is diﬃcult to pick
out favourites but we were hoping that Al Smith from South
Africa would do well. They were already going great guns to
have ﬂyers in both senior and junior competitions. It was clear
quickly that "how much ballast" was a key question which was
answered with lots or more than I have. We think that Cedric
may have held the record putting in 200gms, which is a good
load for a plane that probably weighs about 230gms complete,
un ballasted. There were pilots seen running oﬀ the ﬁeld to
collect planes in almost every round and some epic recoveries.
Planes would dive down from great height and then make a
scraping run at low level to get back to the edge of the ﬁeld. I sat
with the Australians in the downwind corner of the ﬁeld and one
plane nearly took our heads oﬀ as it screamed overhead.
Standing up without checking behind would have been risky.
On some occasions, you could see planes diving in at 45
degrees and going backwards relative to the ground. Lots of
wind speed meters were held aloft but it was never consistently
above the limit, so the entertainment continued.
After three round, we had a break and Vladimir ran a ladies
competition. There were some good launches and ﬂying
demonstrated, which showed that you don't have to be built like
Toby to compete. Joe also built up his new "Plus" 4 metre
electric soarer and test ﬂew it in the blustery conditions. It looks
very “stealth like” cruising around and will be a diﬀerent shape
to get used to seeing the orientations.
Battle recommenced for the ﬁnal three rounds. It was hard to
see who was doing well and who was waning. The last rounds
were still full of drama but we thought than Al's chances of a
podium were slipping away after a land out. We had a long wait
to ﬁnd out the result as there was still the Junior competition to
complete but ﬁnally the scores were posted and Vincent Merlijn
Nederlands, took the victory over Ihor Butseroha, Ukraine. The
South African team were jubilant to take the Junior trophy for
Tian but the fairy tale ending was not to be.
Back to the hotel for the prizegiving ceremony, the banquet,
great food and plenty of music. Two years till the next event.
Time for a bit of packing, some sight seeing and competitors
dispersing around the world.
It has been a very well run and enjoyable competition, never a
dull day and enormously variable ﬂying conditions from minute
to minute.
Sadly, we were not able to continue our presence on the
podium and ﬁnished 12th out of 32 teams. Every year, young
ﬂiers are throwing higher and spotting lift better. The F3K scene
is very healthy. It is a very pure form of soaring without the
complications of towing or complex electrical assistance but it is
a tough arena and demands the highest standards from us all.
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Now Available the all new XR61 ARF from Precision Aerobatics. This
aircraft is the largest in the current Precision Aerobatics line up and we
now have stock. Available in Blue, Green and Red schemes.
All our radio sets can be offered with different receiver or servo combinations
to suit the purchaser, please ring for details and prices
Don't forget our Open Day on the first Saturday of each month when the
airfield will be open all day for free with bargains in store.
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4014
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theteam@airsail.co.nz
Postal: Native Road Rd1 Tuakau
Delivery: 299 Native Road, Pukekawa 2696 New Zealand
Contact John & Sharon Danks for all your modelling needs

WATTS UP HOBBIES
Making Electric Flight Easy
New E-Flite Convergence
VTOL PNP FPV ready
Only $389.00

High Quality Prop
Huge range of HQ Props.
Bulk discounts available.

Hobbyzone Super Cub S
BNF with SAFE technology
Only $239.00

Volt 680AC Multi-Function
AC/DC Charger
$109.00

09 233 4014
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19th ANNUAL

DAY
SHORTEST
CONTEST

Words Bryce Gibson
Photos Dave Ackery

It’s no secret that weather plays a huge part in determining the
success of contests, so it was with a lot of trepidation I made the
call to go ahead with the 19th Annual Shortest Day Contest on
the scheduled date.
Last year we switched to the option date and lost a lot of entries.
The forecast this year predicted thirty knot winds on the day but
I was mildly conﬁdent that the forecasts didn’t apply to the
Mercer Rugby League club ﬁeld. Events proved that I was
lucky. When I arrived to set up at 0745 the adjacent Waikato
River was a mirror and the hills to the southwest protected us
from the worst of the winds.

Bryce Gibson and Doug Palmer

I was anxious to test the latest upgrade to my Combat clock.
Yup, a 130 Db truck horn is quite audible.
This year we had a near even split in North Island and South
Island entries with ﬁve resident and one transplanted South
Islander (Kevin Barnes) ﬂying and six from the North, the
forecast had put a few locals oﬀ so no Dave Thornley or John
Ryan this year.
Once some faulty streamers were sorted we were underway.
Early matches were notable for being largely even on cuts once
airborne, but non starting motors plagued some of us. Last year
too, we had a lot of trouble with no one’s starter batteries being
up to it. In some cases this year, the reverse was true. I loaned
Bob Morgan my freshly charged no voltage drop back up
battery which gave two starts and two fried plugs in quick
succession, oops sorry Bob!

Doug and James Palmer in the ﬁnal

Early stand out matches were Kevin V Simon which had a
pretty spectacular line tangle and Rob Wallace V Glen for
another reason. It resulted in a very second hand ASP 15 for
Rob and a very third hand model for Glen, the last of my Spain
2006 models I believe. That’s approximately 700 years old in
combat model years.
Glen was out of the contest after both his allowed models were
destroyed. He reversed sharply into my propeller yer honour.
Danny Walker was ﬂying in his usual unruﬄed fashion but some
narrow losses ﬁnished his campaign after lunch.
Speaking of lunch, the 12.30-1pm break saw the wind shift
round to the North West and intensify. The match between Bob
Morgan and I was probably the most eﬀected but it wasn’t too
bad. Shortly after the wind went back to the South West for the
rest of the day and apart from the odd light rain shower, it was
okay all day.

Adrian Hamilton (Blue helmet) ﬂying Bob Morgan (Black hat, err Helmet)

Plymouth to assist, reckoned it was the best Shortest Day
Contest he’d been to; he didn’t have to do anything!

The last three ﬂiers were Doug and James Palmer and Bryce
Gibson. Doug made short work of James and Bryce but
because of the draw and the two life system, Doug had to ﬂy
James again for the ﬁnal. A great full on match ensued with
James taking home the $100 First Prize.

As ever, thanks go to the contestants as well as Dave Ackery
(who circle marshalled every match) and Kevin Barnes for
arranging the use of the ﬁeld.

Post Contest we retired to the adjacent roadhouse for
refreshments and mouth racing, a good competition ﬂown in
great spirit. Andrew Robinson who drove up from New

We’ll do it again for the twentieth edition next year, we welcome
all previous and new contestants along to ﬂy, assist or spectate,
see you at the solstice June 2018.
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REX BAIN,s VISIT TO THE AMA NATIONALS
& US OUTDOOR FREE FLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS
MUNCIE , INDIANA , JULY 2017
Rex Bain

What the well equipped F/F competitor uses.

The A M A holds its Nationals at its Muncie Indiana
Headquarters each year starting in late June and running
through to early August. 2017 was the 90th Nationals. All the
disciplines get a turn and in the case of Free Flight it runs
alongside Soaring in the last week of July.
The AMA has a 1,100 acre site on what used to be a farm and it
has been developed to accommodate a two story admin block
and a separate museum. There are sealed roads to the diﬀerent
ﬂight lines and a sealed area for the C/L boys complete with
safety fences together with a central site for the RV’s many
bring. Isn’t it great what can be aﬀorded when you have 195,000
members! The result is a cross between a park and a golf
course. They have a team on ride-on lawnmowers to keep the
grass down and this appeared to be a task like painting the
Sydney Harbour bridge.

Charles Caton who won again in 2017 with the same model in CLASS D
POWER

For F/F the obstacles were the maize which is contract sown
around most of the perimeter to provide an income for the AMA,
a small lake, a cemetery, some trees and various buildings for
maintenance equipment all waiting to ensnare F/F models. And
after the maize there are trees ! As at any F/F site wind direction
is a major factor and during most of the days it was east/west
across the ﬁeld rather than the far more preferable north/ south
direction. The plus was that retrieval by motor cycle or quadbike
was easy because there are no internal fences and few drains.
None of this is of any concern for the R/C boys of course. I had
Below: The author with ZINGO 1970’s FAI design
Ronnie Thompson Class C Power, Nelson 36
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dropped into the Muncie Nats two years ago and I couldn’t resist
a return visit and also the chance to visit some other places I
didn’t have time to see last time.
They really love their Power Duration models in the USA and
there are a lot of classes to compete in. Many have large trailers
with shelves full of fuselages and wings and set up to
accommodate a chase or quad bike and all the attendant
support equipment. They bemoan the drop in F/F competitor
numbers who used to attend Nationals in years gone by but
sadly, like F/F all over the world, the advancing years of its
enthusiasts is taking its toll. Notwithstanding there were still 167
contestants to compete in the 70 events to 5 rule sets on the
program. ( AMA, NFFS, SAM, FAI and Flying Aces) The
keener ﬂiers compete in at least three events each day. To me
that is still a lot of ﬂiers and a lot of ﬂying. Some were there just
to be a part of the scene and were not really competitive but no
doubt they enjoyed themselves. I had got to know a few of the
leading ﬂiers in 2015 when I timed for them and when I
mentioned I was coming over again one of them insisted I enter
and ﬂy a ZINGO he had just built for fun which he would have
trimmed and ready to go for me complete with fuel and support
equipment. So I rejoined the AMA as an Associate member
and formally entered.

Jim O’Reilly and son David

There had been a lot of rain right up to this last week and this
had impacted the aeromodelling disciplines which ﬂew earlier.
It rained on practice day and for the ﬁrst three hours of day four
but otherwise it was warm and relatively calm for the ﬁve F/F
contest days. Temperatures were mostly around 80 to 84
degrees fahrenheit ; one day got to 88, but it was not as hot as
2015. My ZINGO, an FAI design from the 70’s, was not in the
same league as the competition with its Supre Tigre 23. New
Zealand F/F power enthusiasts have never used the powerful
racing motors installed in the various size models which were
stacked in trailers and SUV’s all over the ﬁeld and they run them
on high nitro fuels. All power classes ( except FAI ) ﬂy Category
3; three maxes of two minutes oﬀ a 7 second engine run, then
two more on 5 seconds then carry on at 4 seconds to a longer
max until the competition drops oﬀ. It takes the power of
Nelsons, K&B’s , Foras , ducted fan OS’s and Cyclones in all
sizes to keep maxing oﬀ the 4 second run with its 150 second
max. A good transition is diﬃcult to achieve with a locked down
model as the motor run decreases and mostly they were locked
down models.
I ﬂew the ZINGO in A/B Classic and B GAS to achieve four
maxes out of six ﬂights. The Supre Tigre let me down on a
couple of ﬂights with a poor run. One of my ﬂights landed in the
trees, another in the lake and the last in the maize which took
four of us to ﬁnd at the end of the day ! Most of the models ﬂown
were not particularly sophisticated, few use A/R or VIT and they
nearly all use bladder tanks and Texas Timer cutoﬀs. They
ignore the motor ‘ run-down ‘ and stop the watch when the motor
shutoﬀ kicks in and the motor note changes. Many ﬂy Pilfered
Pearls or variants thereof ; basic models but with really good
motors so their performance is good. It is deﬁnitely a question of
power over the design development we have seen in the FAI
classes but competitors do still build what they ﬂy and they are
easy to build designs.

Jim Parker, Class C Power

Many of the competitors travel large distances to be there. Well
known free-ﬂighters Bud Romak and Bill Vanderbeek from
California were there as usual as were several regulars from
Canada. Charles Caton who lent me the ZINGO is 1000 miles
and twelve hours driving time away in Montgomery Alabama
and his friend and top competitor Ronnie Thompson is almost
as far. The USA has good multilane highways on which traﬃc
moves at 75 mph plus but it is a big country. Americans have
grown up with all this and it seems that travelling long distances
is no big deal.

I didn’t see much of the FAI or the rubber and glider classes as
they were usually out of sight ﬂying from a diﬀerent ﬂight-line,
but there were good entries in F1A, B, and G, only 3 in F1C.
Electric continues to increase in popularity with almost 100
entries in total with E36 attracting the largest individual entry at
34. Some of the electrics were high performance carbon-ﬁbre
ones and Lee Hines , who many New Zealanders know, won
Electric F1S on the last day with one.
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BMFA
British Model Flying Association

FREE FLIGHT SCALE

NATIONALS 2017

British scale R/C and free ﬂight modellers have long had the
advantage of being able to ﬂy Nationals and other events on
RAF airﬁelds. Apart from the use of runways for take-oﬀs, which
is magic, these airﬁelds also have open retrieval areas and
beautifully kept grass surrounding the tarmac. This, along with
the opportunity to ﬂy alongside accomplished British model
ﬂiers, makes the long journey to the UK and the transport of
model boxes, all worthwhile. This year Don Spray, Ricky Bould
and Stan Mauger made the journey to compete in the free ﬂight
scale events at RAF Barkston Heath.
It was interesting to see how the change to combining the usual
May free ﬂight scale events usually held separately, with the
traditional Power, Low Power and Rubber Scale contest
classes, would change the character of the event. There was
also the question of diﬀerences in the weather, if any. The
Nationals this year worked extremely well, notwithstanding a
contest blow out because of strong winds on the ﬁrst day that
occurred immediately after the Aeromodeller/Model Aircraft
designs ﬂying only event. At least static judging could be got
under way, albeit with judging tents ﬂapping. Static judging was
thorough and took the two judges a good part of the day to
accomplish.
Day two dawned windy once again, but this did not prevent
some great ﬂights in Kit Scale held in the morning. There was a
large ﬁeld of entries and constant ﬂying run at a fair bat. For
those of us com-ing from a land where both indoor and outdoor
kit scale rules are the same and where a simpliﬁed static
scoring system is used, the UK event felt more like a vintage
precision contest. For the uninitiated, this event is ﬂown with no
static judging other than a model inspection to ensure that each
de-sign qualiﬁes. Other than that, contestants have the
challenge of ﬂying as nearly as they can to a target time set by
the contest director. In this event it was 30 seconds. In the windy
conditions this meant a few long retrievals for some, but most
had only a modest walk to retrieve models. These easy rules
open up free ﬂight scale ﬂying to some who would shy away
from entering traditional free ﬂight scale classes with a static
judging requirement in which kit designs may not do well. There
was a steady stream of ﬂying as ﬂights needed to be of the
target duration. It was great to see some of the favourites from
various kit manufacturers of yesteryears, out again and being
ﬂown.

Top to bottom:
Ricky Bould’s DH Tiger Moth built from an Avetek kit, entered in Kit Scale.
Photo: Alex Whittaker
Ricky’s Comper Swift made 4th place in CO2/Electric scale.
Photo: Alex Whittaker
Ricky Bould’s AOP9 entered in power scale.
Photo: Alex Whittaker
Stan Mauger’s Auster on the Barkston runway, in between ﬂights.
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The wind had not died down much for the afternoon’s Open
Scale event. This felt like something of a free for all, with all
types of free ﬂight scale models to be ﬂown and no static
judging needed. After the event, ﬂight scores were quickly
totalled and the winning places announced before everyone
de-parted from the ﬁeld. There was a call out for Don Spray at
about this time and to our great delight he was announced as
winner of the competition and recipient of the Credgington
Trophy. This was a well deserved win as his Puss Moth had
ﬂown slowly and steadily, coping with the wind well and was
great to watch.
The traditional free ﬂight scale contest classes including Free
Flight Power for the Super Scale Trophy, Open Rubber and Low
Power Scale got under way around 5pm, everyone having
moved to the end of the airﬁeld were runways could be used for
take-oﬀs. As we gazed across at the airﬁeld windsock it was
clear that the wind had dropped, heralding ideal conditions to
follow. With the previous day’s cancellation the CD was faced
with asking the judges to oﬀer six rounds for competitors in
each of these events. Where models were not well trimmed the
call to ﬂy quickened for the remain-ing competitors and all was
accomplished in the time available, even if it was quite a
marathon for judges. In Power Scale the top three places were
shared between Andrew Hewitt’s Sopwith Camel, Mike Smith’s
Sopwith Snipe and Stan Mauger’s Antarctic Auster C4. Both the
Camel and Snipe proved a handful when ROGs were
attempted, neither achieving a take-oﬀ. These models needed
to be hand-launched to make oﬃcial ﬂights. It seemed that they
needed a bit of breeze to achieve lift and this was missing in the
unusually calm conditions of the evening. Stan Mauger’s
Auster had regularly ﬂown well in the calm early morning
contests both at home and in Australia, so the conditions
favoured it and good ﬂights were achieved, winning the Super
Scale trophy for him. Don Spray’s Puss Moth ﬂew well enough
to place ﬁfth in Open Rubber and thanks to a good ROG Ricky
Bould’s Comper Swift was fourth in CO2/Electric.
As in any contest, there are likely to be stand-out moments.
Most would agree that seeing Gareth Tilson’s Lancaster ﬂy in
Open Scale and Ivan Taylor’s Spitﬁre in Open Rubber was
magic. Yes, it’s a long journey and costs some cash to be there,
but what an experience! For all of us, the opportunity to ﬂy on an
ideal site, the friendships made, great conversations had and
the stimulation of it all were of immeasurable value!
Top to bottom:
Stan Mauger with his Auster C4 Antarctic after oﬃcial ﬂying.
Photo: Alex Whittaker
Mike Smith tuning the Mills in his highly detailed Sopwith Snipe.
Mike Smith with his winning Martinsyde Elephant, which he designed for
Aeromodeller. Bill Dennis is seen recording the moment.
Photo: Ricky Bould
Bill Dennis entered a new model in power Scale, choosing a Hannover
CLII. This is a ﬁnely de-tailed model.
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Results - top places
Aeromodeller/Model Aircraft
Flying Only
1. M. Smith
Martinsyde Elephant
2. M. Kelsey
SE5a
3. G. Tilson
Cessna Bird Dog
Kit Scale
1. G. Tilson
2. I. Taylor
3. P. Fardell

410
365

340

KK Piper Family Cruiser 14 (Total diﬀerence)
KK Auster Arrow
15
Guillows Fairchild 24
16

Open Scale Flying Only – Credgington Trophy,
1. D. Spray
DH Puss Moth
457
2. B. Henshaw Focke Wulf Stosser
415
3. P. Fardell
Fairchild Ranger

410

Traditional free ﬂight scale contest classes
Power Scale - Super Scale Trophy
1. S. Mauger
Auster C4
3177.5
2. M. Smith
Sopwith Snipe 3069
3. A. Hewitt
Bristol Scout
2776
CO2/Electric
1. G. Tilson
2. C. Newman
3. S. Glass

DH Cirrus Moth 2834
RWD8
2207
SAAB J29
2205

Open Rubber Scale
1. A Sephton
Lacey
3040
2. R. Moore
Nieuport
3. B. Dennis
DH Hawk Moth 2843

2863

A complete list of results can be found on:
http://www.scalebmfa.co.uk/ [click on Scale FF Nationals - 27 &
28 May 17 - results]

Top tom bottom:
Don Spray’s DH Puss Moth was built from an enlargement of the West
Wings kit plan. The model is seen gliding in. Photo: Alex Whittaker
Stan Mauger’s Auster C4 Antarctic gliding in at the end of an oﬃcial ﬂight
in Power Scale. Photo: Alex Whittaker
Gareth Tilson’s electric powered Avro Lancaster caused a few heads to
turn as it ﬂew overhead. The ﬂight was spoilt by a motor cutting out.
Gareth Tilson had some good ﬂights from his Mills .75 powered DH Hawk
Moth.
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Above:
Don Spray being awarded the
Credgington Trophy by contest
organiser Bill Dennis, for the top place in
the Scale Flying Only event.
Top right:
This view shows oﬀ the beautifully made
ﬁve-blader on Ian Taylor’s impressive
Spitﬁre ﬂown in Rubber scale. The model
was most impressive in ﬂight.
Right:
Andrew Hewitt ﬂew this beautifully built
rubber powered Fokker D8 in Flying
Only, Scale.
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Aerobatics

Trans Tasman
Awatoto

7th-9th April
The Aerobatics Trans Tasman has been going since the late
60’s. Stalwarts like Paul Lagan, Don Putt, Bert Street, Gerry
Bolton and Alf Leong feature on the trophy from the early days.
Australia won the ﬁrst ever TT in 1969. The kiwis won it the
following year in Fielding. This was back in the day of
screaming 60 size models doing centre manoeuvres. The
trophy shows it was all Australia for the next 20+ years !!!
Things have changed a lot since then. The models are now
massive in fuselage volume so they ﬂy slower, 2m x 2m is the
max size, 5Kg the max weight. In the last 10 years there has
been a big move to electric, and some guys are running contra
setups.
My ﬁrst ever TT was in Canberra, way back in 1996. The ozzies
won the team event, but I created a stir by placing second
individual. Two years later in Tokoroa, the Kiwis won for the ﬁrst
time since 1970. It’s ﬂipped back and forth, and we won it again
in 2002 at Awatoto. The last TT held in NZ was at Waharoa
back in 2006. With the rising popularity of the biannual CAOCC
/ AOC F3A event, the interest in running a TT has since tapered
oﬀ. Finding 5 guys keen on travelling across the ditch to ﬂy in it
is the problem. But, Hamish Galloway at a recent Australian
Masters events, managed to get a bunch of ozzies keen for the
trip to NZ. Let’s do a TT in the Hawkes Bay he said !!! It’ll be
great.
So the scene was set. Awatoto was booked for the venue, it’s
pretty central, and has great weather. Plus plenty to see and do
for the Tourists. The date was set for early in April 2017. The
ozzies were sending 4 F3A pilots, and hopefully also some
Advanced guys too. As we now ﬂy the international Advanced
schedule, it was possible to
include this class in the TT. It
means we can entice guys to come
and Judge F3A for us, plus they get
to ﬂy Advanced at the same event.
Prior to this, ﬁnding dedicated
Judges has always been diﬃcult.
Leading up to the comp, it was
looking like we might not get the
required Notam in time. Awatoto is
within a restricted zone being
within 10km of the Napier Airport,
and the lead time on the Notam is
something like 3 months. Back up
location was set for Norsewood, an
hours drive south, on the Galloway
farm. Next stumbling block, who on
earth are these Dixie Chicks ?
Yeah, well I’d never heard of them
either, but as we drew closer to the
event, we soon ﬁnd out that they
are having a massive concert in
the Hawkes Bay, plus there is a
Hockey Tournament on too, all on
the same weekend. All available
accommodation is totally booked
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out. Along with other essentials like Portaloo’s. Hmmm … things
were getting complicated. Bugger. We can’t move the dates, the
ozzies have already booked and paid for ﬂights. Hamish and I
talk about moving it to Norsewood, and ﬁnding accom down
there. After a few committee meetings, we decided to stick with
Plan A, and ﬁgure out some billeting options for the visitors. I’ve
come to learn the Plan A usually works out best in the end.
On the week of the event, a cyclone that had just hit Queensland
pretty hard, was making its way down the Tasman. Nice. Just
what we need after months of planning. It was going to bring a
ton of wet weather during the week, but it looked like it was going
to clear in time for the event. The problem is, Awatoto is right
near the sea, and it’s a ﬂood plain. It has ﬂooded before, bigtime,
and then been closed for several weeks while the silt clears.
With all this rain in the hills, it was likely to happen again. Sure
enough on the Wednesday morning, the Awatoto webcam
showed the ﬁeld was about a metre underwater !!! Clubs guys
went and had a look at midday, and reported back that it was
perfect for the Trans Tasman … well the boat race part that is. Bit
of a scramble that day, plan B in Norsewood it is then. The
Galloways have a great strip on their farm, and Hamish was
busy sorting out a marquee, a generator, a portaloo etc. But luck
was on our side. That night back up in Awatoto, all that water

Jarrod
Jarrod provides
provides some
some
midday
midday entertainment
entertainment
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went out with the tide. The webcam on Thursday morning
showed the ﬁeld dry, no silt was left behind, and the club pres
after taking a look for us that morning, gave us the green light.
So it was back to Plan A. What a drama.
By now the ozzies have already started to arrive. Earlier in the
week Simon Atkinson, Peter Pennisi, and their families had
landed in Auckland, rented a couple of big campervans, and
headed to Northland, up past Whangarei. The parked up at
Tutukaka. Their plan was to make it a two week holiday, and
see as much of the North Island as they could, with the ﬂying
event in the middle. But the cyclone had followed them from
Queensland, and they only managed to see a bit of blue sky
before the rain started. Just as well the Campers had unlimited
Wiﬁ !!

Awatoto ﬁeld just two days before the Trans Tasman !!! Its a tad wet.

Brian “Hooley Dooley” and his partner Sharon ﬂew to
Wellington, and hit the wineries in the Martinborough area.
They managed a couple of “dry ish” days during the week
cycling about the place, indulging in ﬁne food and wine, before
the weather packed in.
On the Thursday, the remaining two Ozzies ﬂew into
Wellington, namely Scott Kay from Tasmania, and Jason
Arnold from Sydney. Here is where things got interesting.
When they waited in the baggage claim, after an hour or two,
Scott’s model box was nowhere to be seen. After some waiting
around, and more waiting around, it was found … in Auckland.
Don’t worry sir, we’ll ﬂy it down to Palmerston North and you
can collect it from there tomorrow morning. After lots of
chasing, it was delivered to the Galloway farm in Norsewood on
a courier, at 1am in the morning, the night before the contest.
Friday – The contest was due to start at midday, but with all the
weather drama, and the chopping / changing of venues,
chasing down lost model boxes, it was more a case of let’s all
just get to Awatoto, get the ﬁeld setup, and do some practice
ﬂying. We can start the comp on Saturday. Jarrod and I drive
down Friday morning. We arrive to ﬁnd Andrew and Suetonia
from Christchurch already there, along with the touring ozzies
who found their way down from the far north, via Hobbiton, and
they are managing some practice ﬂights in the sunshine.
James Danby, John and Shelly Knox, Paul Tomlinson and Paul
Stairmand soon arrive, plus we meet a keen man, Joe Costa,
who has come over to help out as a Judge. As its going dark,
Hamish and all the rest of the guys who landed in Wellington
arrive too. It’s a bit like a big family reunion for the guys who
have been doing this for a long time, plus we also meet some
new faces too. Right … we were all oﬀ to the Thai Restaurant in
Clive for Dinner !!!

Webcam at 7am the next Day !!

All the Ozzies

All the Kiwis

Everybody!!
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Saturday – Its warm and sunny, hardly any wind. Perfect
conditions for an Aerobatics Contest. 10 Pilots in F3A ﬂew 3
rounds of the P prelim schedule, and 6 Pilots in Advanced ﬂew
the 3 rounds of A16. During the day we were treated to some
fantastic Burgers cooked up by volunteers from the local club.
We ﬂew until it went dark, and after 3 rounds Team NZ had a
commanding lead on the team results. Oﬀ to the River Bar in
Clive for Dinner !!! This time everyone was able to attend, and
we had a great meal, and of course plenty of “liquid” was
needed after such a long day ﬂying in the sun.
Sunday morning, we needed to ﬁnish oﬀ a 4th round for both
classes, to ﬁnalise the team result. Simon Atkinson won the
Advanced class, ahead of the two kiwi’s Paul Tomlinson and
Stairmand. In F3A, for the ﬁnals, the plan was to ﬂy some of the
F17 ﬁnals schedule. The top 5 would make it through, each
carrying over their avg score from the Prelim rounds. This left us
with 5 F3A pilots who were able to Judge it. Jarrod Briggs who
was sitting in 5th had a “voltage” problem in his last prelim
round, causing him to drop down to 6th. This meant Peter
Pennisi who was looking forward to sitting back, watching and
judging the F, would now have to ﬂy it !!! The look on his face
was priceless when he saw the results. This is the ﬁrst time in a
long time that an F3A Finals schedule has been ﬂown and
judged at a contest in NZ, and it certainly provided some
entertainment. Rolling circles, Rolling Loops, it’s a big step up
from the P schedule. 2 quick rounds later, and it was all
over. What a weekend. Stunning weather in the end.

Lawn Dart Lineup

Team NZ won the Team event.
Advanced was won by Simon Atkinson, 2nd Paul Tomlinson,
3rd Paul Stairmand.

Scott Kay and Bogan. The only guys not ﬂying electric. Both running YS.

F3A individual results 1st Frazer Briggs, 2nd Hamish Galloway,
3rd Andrew Palmer.
A big thanks to all those involved who helped run a successful
contest. Thanks also to the Awatoto club for allowing us the use
of their ﬁeld, and keeping us fed and watered all weekend. It
was a pretty big task to put the TT on, but everyone had a great
weekend, and the Ozzies all went away smiling. We were
bloody lucky with the weather though. Only a few days after the
contest was over, a second cyclone hit the country, and it was
as wet as an otters pocket for the rest of the week.

Peter Pennisi working on his contra

Paul Tomlinson and Paul Stairmand getting ready for action

Battery chargers and BBQ
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The Tui Cup F1A, F1B, F1C
FAI World Cup Event, Narrandera, 2017
Rob Wallace

It could only be described as a brilliant day for ﬂying. The Sky
was Overcast, but the air was warm, with very little, if any, wind,
all day. Thermals were light but enough for people to get a max
in most cases. It was a pity more people weren’t able to attend.
The advertising wasn’t as well as it could have been and people
had booked airfares and so on to go home after the 3 Australian
World cup events.
There were 6 competitors in F1A and only 1 in F1B which was
David Ackery from New Zealand who had been out of the loop
in FAI ﬂying a bit due to spending 2 years in the Northern
Territory of Australia. David still put in a stirling eﬀort only
dropping a few seconds oﬀ a full score in the 5 rounds.

David Ackery launching F1B

At the end of 5 rounds which had a starting round of a 4 minute
max followed by 4, 3 minute maxes there were 3 people who
made the F1A ﬂyoﬀ. They were Antony Koerbin and Rob
Wallace from New Zealand and Phil Mitchell from Australia.
The decision was made to go for the ﬂyoﬀ at 3.30 pm as the air
had started to cool oﬀ and there was good still air conditions.
While people were waiting for the ﬂyoﬀ there was some casual
test ﬂights and trimming. Antony Koerbin had launched his LDA
model into a great piece of air and was joined by a group of
Eagles who casually soared around the sky with his model as
though it was one of their own. It was a great sight to watch and
people took lots of photos of the magic occasion.
Antony and Phil both had LDA models and Rob was using his
long model made by Mikhail Kozonoshkin. Rob launched ﬁrst
in the 10 minute window for the ﬂyoﬀ and Antony launched
soon after but got a lot more height to win. Phil had launched
also but duﬀed the launch a little and did not quite get the same
height as the other two to place third behind Rob who had
achieved second place.

Phil Mitchel and Noelene Gabby checking F1A prior to launch

Prize giving was done shortly after on the ﬁeld with
presentation of certiﬁcates and plaques plus the odd bottle of
wine then ﬁnally packing up and saying goodbye to our great
Aussie friends and heading oﬀ back to the real world.
We have been asked to do it again next year and the Tui Cup
will be the ﬁrst event so we hope to have a better turnout and
better advertising to promote the World Cup events.

Phil Mitchell, Antony Koerbin, Rob Wallace, after ﬂyoﬀ in F1A
glider

Antony Koerbin's F1A soaring with the eagles.
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1. For general enquiries, to be registered as a SIG member,
and matters regarding competition rules, contact
Wayne Cartwright (Chairman/Secretary):
wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz.
2. To be placed on the free email circulation list for AVANZ
News, and to contribute articles and ideas, contact Bernard
Scott (AVANZ News Editor): scott.scott@xtra.co.nz.
3. To be sent free pdf plans from the AVANZ Plans Service,
including access to the huge Co-op Plans archive, contact
M a r k Ve n t e r ( AVA N Z P l a n s C o o r d i n a t o r ) :
avanzplans@xtra.co.nz.

Vintage Contest Schedule for 2017/18 Season

pushrod that is positioned behind of the elevators. This pushrod
drives the two rudders at their trailing edges. Thus, rotation of
the torque rod produces horizontal movement in the pushrod
that actuates the rudders.
My impression is that this system has to be built very carefully, to
provide free movement but also minimising ‘slop’ that would give
imprecise control movements. Of course, the external pushrod
creates drag, but this is probably not signiﬁcant.
Depending on model size and weight considerations, thin-wall
carbon tube could be considered for the torque rod, and thin
carbon rod for the pushrod.
2. Direct drive from rear-mounted servo
The very light servos now available make it feasible to mount
them in the rear fuselage or tailplane of many designs, although
the implications of CG location have to be considered carefully.
The rudders can then be actuated directly by pushrods. The
photo shows a simple installation that actuates one rudder in a
converted Wakeﬁeld model, for E
Rubber Texaco. This approach
increases drag because the pushrod
is external. When building from
scratch, an internal pushrod would
be feasible.

The schedule is shaping up well although some of the venues
for the NNI Series are still subject to conﬁrmation:
2017
NNI Series
September 23 – 24
Thames Blackfeet
October 21 – 22
JR Airsail
November 18 – 19
Tuakau
2018
Nationals
January 2 – 4 FF Vintage Carterton
(begins on ‘Registration Day’)
January 5 – 7 RC Vintage Carterton
North Island RC Vintage Championships
March 24 – 26
Tuakau
NNI Series

February 24 – 25
April 21 – 22
May 19 – 20

JR Airsail
Thames Blackfeet
JR Airsail

Events in SNI will be added when arranged.

Construction: Control Linkages for Twin Rudders

Many attractive Vintage and Classical designs have twin ﬁns.
If one of these designs is chosen for RC, an eﬀective control
linkage to outboard rudders has to be installed. There are
several methods for achieving this and two are reviewed here.
1. Torque rod actuation
This approach has been used by Brian Harris for his successful
Humbug Classical E model. Unfortunately, Brian’s drawings
cannot reproduced here, but they show a system that uses a
rounded-oﬀ hard 1/4 square balsa torque rod with wire ends,
extending within the fuselage from a former at the wing trailing
edge to the extreme rear end. The forward wire end is a ‘Y’ yoke
that engages with the outer holes of a double ended servo arm,
with the servo mounted vertically. The servo thus rotates the
torque rod.
The rear wire is carried in a brass bushing and whipping of the
torque rod is constrained by loosely-ﬁtting holes in two formers
positioned along its length. Aft of the bushing, the rear wire
emerges to form a crank that engages a horizontal wire
September 2017

Competition Classes Reviewed: Vintage & Classical
E Texaco

1. Introduction
E Texaco is an ‘economy run’ event. It is probably the most
technically demanding of all the Vintage classes, because the
rules specify a 10 minute maximum from a very small battery.
Vintage E Texaco has now been ﬂown for six years, so quite a bit
of experience has been built up. Classical E Texaco is just
getting under way, but the same principles apply.
The battery rule for E Texaco is quite tough – much tougher than
the rule for 1/2E Texaco. Assuming choice of 2 cells, the
maximum battery capacity in mah is calculated as the wing area
in square inches multiplied by 0.9. For example, the writer’s
Peterson Cruiser (1939) shown in the photo is 643 sqin, so 643
X 0.9 = 578 mah is the maximum battery capacity allowed.
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2. Model Set-up
There are two diﬀerent ways of setting up a model for E Texaco:
‘climb and glide’ or ‘long cruise’.
For ‘climb and glide’, the model is set up for one or more
maximum-power climbs and reliance on good air to give
enough glide time. The battery size limits the maximum current
and hence the rate of climb. Taking the Cruiser as an example,
a 550 mah 2S battery rated at 25C can safely stand a maximum
current draw of about 14 amps and hence can deliver just under
100 watts. Because the wing loading rule means that the model
must weigh at least 37 oz, the available power ratio is less than
48 watts/lb. Any C rating is allowed by the rules but even with
35C the ratio is still under 64 watts/lb. Thus, the maximumpower rate of climb is actually quite moderate.

Stardust Special

At 14 amps draw, the motor run is about 1.5 minutes. Hence, ﬂying an E Texaco
model this way involves climbing high enough – perhaps more than once – in about
1.5 minutes of motor time, to attain around 8.5 minutes of glide time.
The ‘long cruise’ approach is fundamentally
diﬀerent. The aim is to extend the motor-on cruise
to as close to 10 minutes as possible. The model
is set up for a slow climb followed by a long period
of cruise at reduced
current draw – just
enough to hold
altitude. The motor is
stopped whenever
the air is good enough
to at least maintain
height when gliding. In
practice, a 9 minute
motor run should
r e s u l t i n a m a x . To
achieve this, the model is
set up to minimize current
draw. Because 9 minutes
is 15% of an hour, the
average current draw
must be kept under the
ﬁgure calculated as
battery capacity in amphours, divided by 0.15.

Eight-Ball

iser
Cru

Going back to the Cruiser example, the battery capacity is
0.550 amp hours, so to achieve a 9 minute motor run, the
average current draw must be no more than 0.550/0.15 = 3.7
amps. I have estimated that the current draw at launch and the
ﬁrst 30 seconds is about 8 amps, reducing to 5 amps for slow
climb until the model is at around 300ft, then 3 amps for the
cruise part of the ﬂight. This pattern usually gives close to 9
minutes motor run, and sometimes more. More power is
needed in windy and gusty conditions to penetrate and make
corrections, which reduces the power-on time.
3. Model Designs
Experience has shown that there is some advantage in
selecting a design that has low drag and high lift at low speeds,
because the model then draws less current when cruising.
However, the model must also have suﬃcient penetration in
wind. This all leads to a relatively high aspect ratio wing with
low-drag tips – rounded or tapered – and a moderately thin
wing section that is either ﬂat bottomed or has a little
undercamber. The overall design should be clean – drag from
every bit hanging out adds to the current draw. The design must
also be one that can be built suﬃciently strongly at 8 oz/sqft.
Any extra wing loading means that an increased average
current draw is needed to keep the model in the air, which
reduces motor run time.
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Lanzo Bomber

Lanzo RC
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The photos show three designs that tick these boxes. The
Stardust Special (1940) has a quite high aspect ratio, a
moderately thin wing section and can be built lightly. Bernard
Scott’s is 87 in span, has 793 sqin wing area, and needs 2 oz of
ballast to reach 8 oz/sqft. He uses a 2S 700mah battery.
Another excellent and very attractive design is the Eight Ball
(1949). Angus Macdonald’s 310 sqin model is shown, but he
has a larger one that performs even better. The Peterson
Cruiser also has a good wing for E Texaco and is light, but it has
a quite bulky fuselage that creates more drag than is ideal.
Other types of design have also been successful. Dave Crook’s
Lanzo Bomber shown in the photo won Vintage E Texaco at the
2016 Nationals, and John Butcher’s 60 inch Lanzo RC1 is built
lightly and performs well, as does his standard-size 84 inch

Playboy. The Playboy design is usually considered more for
Duration, but it performs well in Texaco classes as well – not only
in E Texaco, but also in 1/2E Texaco, 1/2A Texaco, and Open
Texaco.
4. Model Size
The rules require the model to be at least 300 sqin (to
diﬀerentiate from the 1/2E Texaco class) but at least 600 sqin is
recommended. The most important principle is to choose the
battery size ﬁrst.
Assuming that a 2S battery is used, the rules specify that
minimum wing area in square inches is given by (battery
mah)/0.9. The plan is then scaled to this size. It is sometimes
necessary to plug two batteries in parallel to achieve a
convenient capacity. For example, two Turnigy Nano-tech 300
mah in parallel provide 600 mah, which allows a minimum wing
area of 600/0.9 = 666 sqin. Similarly if two Nano-tech 370 mah
are used, they provide 740 mah, and the minimum wing area is
740/0.9 = 822 sqin. Either of these sizes is excellent for E
Texaco.
5. Two Footes for Vintage E Texaco
Yes, you read correctly – Footes, not feet. Californian Don Foote
designed two models for ignition-powered FF Duration, that are
excellent designs for Vintage E Texaco. Both have high aspect
ratio wings that must have originally been prone to ﬂutter, but
this is not a problem for slow-ﬂying E Texaco models. They
have reasonably low-drag airfoils, and can be lightly built. Both
designs look ‘diﬀerent’ - their wing planforms have tips that are
curved on the leading edge, and they have unusual fuselage
shapes. Plans of both are shown here.

Playboy
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The ﬁrst was the Westerner (1946), which has a nicely curved
fuselage. A few years ago, Colin Rothery ﬂew a scaled-down
Westerner in 1/2E Texaco, where it perfomed very well.
The second design is the Foote Racer (1950). The play on
words is deliberate, I think, because it is certainly not fast. This
has even higher aspect ratio. On the plan, the fuselage shape
is a bit stark, but it looks better when the cowling line is drawn
from the front wing seat to the prop driver.
The Foote Westerner and the Foote Racer would both be very
competitive E Texaco models with either the 600mah or
740mah Nano-tech batteries mentioned above.
RC Tomboy Rules for 2017/18
The rules for the popular RC Tomboy class have been edited
for the 2017/18 season. There is one minor change – in
Tomboy E ﬂiers are now allowed to adjust motor speed and
stop and start the motor.
These classes will be ﬂown at the NNI Series in 2017/18, and
are recommended for other regional and club competitions.
Because Tomboy IC and E are not championship classes, so
will not be ﬂown at future RC Vintage NI Championships or at
the Nationals.

Proposed RC Sport Cabin Texaco Class
At the 2018 AGM, the Committee will propose adoption of rules
for a class called RC Sport Cabin Texaco, IC and E. This class
is very similar to the existing Tomboy event that is ﬂown
regionally, except that it opens the choice of design to a wide
range of sport power models with wingspans in the range 30 –
40 inches. The proposed rules include a list of 96 examples!
Most of them are on Outerzone. No doubt many others will be
found. The Committee thinks that these will be a very popular
and enjoyable classes because they will enable people to ﬂy in
low-key RC competitions the many small sport FF models that
many can remember.
If the rules are adopted, RC Sport Cabin Texaco will be ﬂown at
the NNI Series, beginning with the February 2018 event, and at
the RC Vintage North Island Championships in March. If
suﬃcient interest is shown, the class could also be included in
the 2019 Nationals programme.
The proposed rules have been published in AVANZ News,
which is obtainable as a download from Bernard Scott (see his
email address at the beginning of this SIG report).

The full rules have been published in AVANZ News, which is
obtainable as a download from Bernard Scott (see his email
address at the beginning of this SIG report).
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CONTROL LINE

scale

SIG

Scale Free Flight & Control Line SIG
Chairman: Don Spay, drlmspray@xtra.co.nz Ph 09 828 4892
Secretary: Ricky Bould, unimec@ihug.co.nz Ph 09 478 8949

Free Flight & Control Line scale at the Nationals
Large Electric Free Flight Scale
From time to time we hear about electric free ﬂight scale
building projects, suggesting that there may eventually be
enough interest to make it an oﬃcial Nationals class. This SIG
is once again oﬀering it as an unoﬃcial class at the next
Nationals, ﬂown in the same slot as our oﬃcial F4A Power scale
event. We would love to hear of your projects and your
enthusiasm for this class. Refer to the article on p.39 of the
February 2016 Model Flying World, for information.
Outdoor Nationals Free Flight Scale events
Each of the free ﬂight scale classes run in last year’s Nationals
will be run again this year. Power scale and Rubber Scale have
continued to be well supported but it would be good to see more
ﬂiers entering Low power scale (CO2 and small electric
powered free ﬂight scale models). Kit Scale, has continued to
gain good support and is also a good entry level event for free
ﬂight scale at the Nationals. Rules for all scale free ﬂight and
control line events are available on the MFNZ website. Select
the Free Flight Scale and Control Line Scale SIG link.
Indoor Nationals Free Flight Scale events
If Morrinsville entries are an accurate guide, there should be
plenty of support for Peanut and Kit Scale ﬂying. Open Rubber
Scale could do with more ﬂiers.
F4A Power Trans Tasman Scale Event – Team Trials at the
Nats
The New Zealand Team to contest the Hope-Cross Trophy for
F4A Power Scale class at Richmond, NSW in July 2018 will be
selected from the highest scoring entries in this class at the
2018 Nationals at Carterton. If there are insuﬃcient competitors
available from Nationals F4A placings, the Free Flight & Control
Line Scale SIG will co-opt other free ﬂight power scale ﬂiers
deemed to be suitable to ﬁll these places.

The next
Indoor Free Flight
Morrinsville Day
Sunday
October 8th 2017
Hanger Rat
HL Glider
Push E
Modelair Hornet
F4D Rubber Scale
F4F Peanut Scale
Kit Scale

Westpac Stadium Hall
21 Ron Ladd Place
Morrinsville
Contact
Stan Mauger 09 575 7971
stan09c4@gmail.com
for more information

Organised by the Auckland Model Aero Club Inc
in conjunction with the Scale Free Flight& Control Line SIG

Indoor Scale at Morrinsville

June numbers were down on previous Morrinsville Days. The
next Day is October 8.
Peanut Scale, Kit Scale and Open Rubber indoor free ﬂight
scale classes will once again be ﬂow, along with Hangar Rat,
Push E, Modelair Hornet and Hand Launched Glider. The
Westpac Stadium is a great venue (two courts) and feeback on
the event has been highly positive. Come and join us.

September 2017
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Free Flight SIG Chairman
Robert Wallace
956 Riverslea Rd South,
Hastings 4122
New Zealand
Ph 06 878 4993
Cell 027 434 4027
Email ﬀonzrjw@xnet.co.nz
By the time you read this, two competitors, Paul Lagan and
Roger Morrell will have ﬂown F1B Wakeﬁeld at the Free Flight
World Championships in Hungary. Paul and Roger had a great
supporting team of wives, and assistants going with them and I
hope they did well. Those on facebook and other social media
sites will already have known the outcome of their endeavours
as people want information in real time as it happens. So why
should I even write anything at all? I know there are others out
there who stay away from even computers or social media sites
or newsgroups and good on them. They have been called
Luddites in the past.
A few freeﬂighters including myself travelled to Australia in May
to compete at Narrandera in World Cup Free ﬂight events and
did well including the TUI Cup run by myself. I also went to visit
the West Wyalong site which is 1.5 hours away from
Narrandera but was unable to stay and compete due to an
urgent family matter. I did take some photos though and got a
guided tour by Roy and Di Summersby of the facilities which
include a house and large sheds and camping areas. Next year
will be the Australian National Champs there straight after the
World Cup Freeﬂight events so mark your calendar when the
dates are announced.
Bill and Kay Long are working hard on their F1D indoor models
to enter in the World Champs at West Baden USA. A trials
system is trying to be worked out for them but New Zealand
doesn’t have 160 foot high halls to ﬂy so a scaled system for Cat
1 height halls seems to be the short term answer. 0.4 grams of
rubber is all that is allowed for the models which is a
phenomenally small amount of rubber.
This year’s National Championships at Carterton from the 3rd7th January is the 70th Nats so I hope people will turn out in
their droves to support it. The FF Sig intends holding down the
entry fees per event again so what excuses have you got not to
enter multiple events.
The combined SIGs AGM was held in July and thanks to David
Ackery for taking notes for me as my ﬂight got canned due to
fog. I did drive up to give my report in the nick of time and then
the meeting ended. The biggest plea to all members is to write
something for Model Flyers World. The Free Flight Sig has
been trying to get a write up each magazine on a freeﬂight class
available in the rule book. Keep it up!
As some people know I have been diving oﬀ towards the rubber
classes and now have a Wakeﬁeld or 2. One of the reasons for
doing this is trying something diﬀerent. I have ﬂown gliders for
years and although I still enjoy doing that it is great to learn all
about the intricacies of a diﬀerent type of model. I thoroughly
recommend it to break any monotony of ﬂying the same old
types of model.
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Results of the recent Remits concerning:-

i/ E-36 is now an oﬃcial class - 7 for, 0 against
ii/ Kiwi Power - 3 ﬂights required rather than 5 previously- 8
for, 0 against

CENTRAL AREA
FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS

2018

Contact:
Paul Squires 021 029 94110
pwsquires@hotmail.com

January 27th
Wind/Rain date
28th January

July 7th
Wind/Rain date
8th July

February 24th
Wind/Rain date
25th February

August 4th
Wind/Rain date
5th August

March 17th
Wind/Rain date
18th March

September 15th
Wind/Rain date
16th September

April 5th
Wind/Rain date
none

October 13th
Wind/Rain date
14th October

May 12th
Wind/Rain date
13 May

November 17th
Wind/Rain date
18th November

June 9th
Wind/Rain date
10th June

December 1st
Wind/Rain date
2nd December

Model Flying World

President:
Kevin Botherway (Hawkes Bay) – 0275570470
Secretary/Treasurer:
David James (PN) – 06 3543452, 0272447782
Committee:
Aneil Patel (Auckland), Bill DeRenzy (Tauranga), Dave Griﬃn
and Peter Hewson (Christchurch), Joe Wurts (Hawkes Bay),
John Shaw (Timaru) & Allan Knox (Wellington)
Soaring SIG email:
nzsoaringtc@hotmail.com
News & info at:
http://nzmaa.org.nz/soaring:
www.facebook.com/pages/N Z-SoaringSIG/122980667806846
Postal address:
41 Chippendale Crescent, Palmerston North. 4412
Go to www.nzmaa.org.nz/interest/soaring.htm to download the
2017 Soaring calendar.

2017 Soaring Calendar:

September
September
September
September
September
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
October
November
November
November
December

NDC Thermal D (F500)
NDC ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
NDC ALES Radian Class P
NDC Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
23th-24th Southern Fling F3K/F3K Rd 3 NI
series - Matamata
NDC ALES 123 Class N
NDC ALES Radian Class P
NDC F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw
scores)
NDC FAI F3F
26th Soarchamps - F3B (Rd 4 NI Series) Hawkes Bay
27th Soarchamps - F3J (F3J trial).
28th Soarchamps - Premier Duration (F3J
trial) & ALES Radian
29th Soarchamps - F3K
NDC F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw
scores)
NDC ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
11th-12th Aerotow - Galatea
2nd-3rd Soaring Rally - Venue to be advised.

2017
SOUTHERN FLING
Hawkes Bay
23rd & 24th

September

September 2017
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2017 Southern Fling F3K

In the event of an incomplete team trial event (e.g. less than six
rounds ﬂown) the scores recorded shall be discarded. For team
trials purposes the backup date trials still need to have a
minimum of six rounds ﬂown.

2017 Soaring Champs

In the event of there being less than four registered trialists at
the start of the team trials event, the team trials shall be deemed
to have deﬁned the team, even if less than six rounds are ﬂown.
If the team formed at or for the trial is less than 3 pilots, the SIG
reserves the right to negotiate with any member it deems
suitable to fulﬁl the vacant position.

Come and join the NZ F3K team following their recent World
Champs competition. September 23th-24th in Matamata.
Southern Fling and Round 3 North island F3K series.
This year's Soaring Champs is to be held from 26th-29th
October at Aorangi Road in Hawkes Bay. The program has
changed slightly from the calendar and is as follows:
Thursday 26th - F3B (Round 4 NI Series)
Friday 27th
- F3J (F3J trial).
Saturday 28th - Premier Duration (F3J trial) 9am - 3pm
- ALES Radian 3-5pm
- ALES Radian all up last down champagne
ﬂy-oﬀ
Sunday 29th
- F3K 9am - 2.30pm.
Cost is $10 per day, or Radian only is $5
The F3J Trial is a combination of F3J & PD scores. Discard
score as per the F3J rules and applies to the combined events.
There will be no ﬂy-oﬀ.
Entries at: https://goo.gl/forms/nsqZ9K2fETcuZIBy1

Trial rules

A competitor agrees to be a team member if successful when
declaring to be a trialist in the team selection event. At the
conclusion of the team trials event, the top three pilots must
aﬃrm their commitment to attending the WC event within 3
days of the event conclusion and publication of results.
In the event of a team position vacancy, the next pilot on the
trialist list will be notiﬁed of the vacancy and shall have 7 days to
aﬃrm their commitment to representing NZ at the WC
competition.
The pilot placing below the prospective replacement pilot shall
be notiﬁed at that time of their new status as alternate pilot.

Remits

NZMAA FLYING RULES
Section 5: Soaring
REMIT 1:

Edit CLASS P: ALES RADIAN rules to rectify
discrepancy in landing measurement readings SOAR-SIG

3.15.1 Contest rules
(e) A landing bonus of 50 points will be awarded if the
whole the nose of the model stops inside a 7 metre
diameter circle; and 25 points if any part the nose
of the model stops inside a 15 metre diameter
circle; z Zero points if outside the 15m circle.
REMIT 2:

Edit CLASS N: ALES 123 rules to rectify
discrepancy in landing measurement readings SOAR-SIG

3.13.1 Contest rules
(e) A landing bonus of 50 points will be awarded if the
whole the nose of the model stops inside a 7 metre
diameter circle; and 25 points if any part the nose
of the model stops inside a 15 metre diameter
circle; z Zero points if outside the 15m circle.

A minimum of six rounds shall be used to deﬁne a team trial.
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The 5th and ﬁnal day for the team.
Summed up by Jonathan
We were determined to try our hardest and the weather was
looking good. Clear blue skies and not much wind as we arrived
at the ﬁeld. We put up our tent and unpacked the models from
the caravan. There was a sense of anticipation as we got in a bit
of practice to see how the air felt this morning. Pretty good was
the verdict. Light and ﬂuﬀy, the favourite phrase. As we know,
that means everyone does equally well in the ﬁrst round and
then, as the ground
warms up, things
begin to change. The
air seems here to be
able to change rapidly.
One round can be very
benign and moments
l a t e r, p i l o t s h a v e
launched high and are
scratching around
looking for a places to
land and hoping to
make it back onto the
ﬁeld. Pilots who
thought that they were
safely into the ﬂyoﬀs
were making mistakes
and getting penalties.
The morning round
was ﬁve heats of all up
last down which takes
forever. We started at
9 and ﬁnished at one.
After Rowdy ﬁnished
his heat, I said, relax,
you have 4 hours until
your next heat.

The Team

On the nineteenth heat of twenty, Neal was to falter with a land
out, narrowly missing the tape. Rowdy had some great ﬂights
and did really well. Despite the air being very tricky both pilots
and callers were exhilarated by the conditions. It was a big roller
coaster with huge variation between victory and disaster. A fair
few models were destroyed. Some energy was expended
running oﬀ the ﬁeld and the odd curse cast as the tents got in the
way of a low landing approach.
As the results came in, places changed and hearts were
broken. People who looked set for the ﬂyoﬀ succumbed to the
choppy conditions.
The ﬁnal round was very windy and the sky was like a washing
machine, some planes were shot up into the air and other
plunged to the ground. Joe seemed to be continually re
launching in pursuit of his three best times and Neal found the
route to the heavens with Joes great calling.
September 2017

Kevin & Joe

And so, our contest is ﬁnished. Joe has failed to make the ﬂy oﬀ
for the ﬁrst time in 25 years and been beaten by Rowdy. We
don't know what we could have done to do better, but standing
on a 20 metre platform to launch would have been a help. We've
had a great time and ﬁnished 12th overall. Neal has done really
well at his ﬁrst WC event and Rowdy and Joe have shown that
you can't win em all. But we did manage to beat the Aussies.
Tomorrow, we can relax and enjoy the ﬂyoﬀs whilst we pack up.
Joe is going oﬀ to F3B in the Czech republic, Neal and Rowdy
are going back to New Zealand and me to a couple of weeks in
UK with a visit to a big model show at Ragley Hall in the
programme for some retail model therapy on the trade stands.
Bye for now.
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The intention is also to foster Trans Tasman competition with the
Australians by keeping our rules compatible with theirs.

control line
SIG
Committee:

David Thornley
Kevin Barnes
Daniel Munro
Bryce Gibson
Dave Wright
Danny Walker

David
Thornley

Chair and Nationals co-ordinator
Treasurer & World Champs co-ordinator
Secretary & South Island representative
Combat event co-ordinator
Stunt event including stunt series co-ordinator
Upper NI SIG representative

Four remits to vote on this month!

In order to get remit 1 voted on as quickly as possible (to allow
model preparation for the NATS if it's approved) voting for it
closes on a diﬀerent date. With all the drama resulting from the
AGM voting, I have tried to be meticulous in following the voting
rules so that there are no come backs.

CL SIG Remits, September 2017

The following four remits have been proposed:
1. Introduce a new Team Racing Class – Classic FAI.
Proposer: Rod Brown
2. R e - f o r m a t t h e e x i s t i n g C L R u l e s d o c u m e n t .
Proposer: David Thornley
3. Amend number of models rule in speed limit combat
Proposer: Bryce Gibson
4. Amend speed limit rule in speed limit combat
Proposer: Bryce Gibson
Remit 1:
That a new CL team racing class, Classic FAI, be approved as
proposed below.
Reason:
The aim of Classic FAI team race is to re-create FAI team
racing as it was before 1970, when in the eyes of many people,
models were more beautiful, less expensive, and ﬂew over
grass at speeds most people can cope with.

Rules:
Special advance publication:
On June 21 these rules were published for comment on the CL
NZ Forum and to a SIG database of active CL ﬂyers as follows:
"Rod Brown has proposed a set of rules for a Classic FAI team
racing in NZ
The proposed rules are here:
Classic FAI Proposed Rules (A Google drive link)
The remit rule proposal will be formally notiﬁed in the September
edition of MFW with a short voting period after publication.
The intent of this advance notiﬁcation is to allow discussion and
amendments to commence now, so that by July 31, (the copy
deadline for the September MFW) the rules will already have
been scrutinised and any amendments made as required.
With a short voting period it will hopefully allow suﬃcient time for
models to be made compliant in time for the 2018 NATS”
The rules are now on the CL pages of the MFW website.
At the copy deadline for this September issue of MFW, no
alterations have been requested so they are the same as
originally published.
Note that the section numbering of the proposed rules is that
which would integrate with the re-formatted CL rules in Remit 2
below. If remit 2 fails, and remit 1 succeeds then the numbering
will be changed to match the existing CL rules.
Voting
As detailed above, the proposed rules for Remit 1 were
published in advance to allow a shorter voting time than the
normal two months required for competition rule changes.
A majority of 75% of votes cast is required for approval.
The last date for voting is October 14, 2017 and must be on the
form below.

CL SIG Voting Form

To be valid, this form is to be emailed or posted to the SIG secretary by the date
speciﬁed with all ﬁelds completed

SIG Secretary:
Address:
Email:
Remit No.1:
Date published in Model Flying World:
Voting deadline:
Remit No.1

I vote for the remit

control line
SIG

Daniel Munro
11 Devon Street, Gore 9710
SSIRep@modelﬂyingnz.org
Introduction of Classic FAI Team Racing Rules
September 14th, 2017 (estimated)
October 14th 2017
I vote against the remit

Name:
MFW membership number:
Residentual address:
Email address:
Telephone number:
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Remit 2:
That the existing CL Competition rules document be reformatted to include:
1. Consistent and correct page and section numbering,
2. A better structured & consistent set of headings & sections,
3. Footers and heading errors corrected
4. A contents listing
5. Cross referencing of related items to aid future changes.
Reason:
The existing rules document has been modiﬁed over time with
the result that the document lacks ﬂow and consistency and
has format errors. Whilst adequate, it was not a good image for
our discipline.
Changes
A reformat of the entire Word document has been made. There
is no intended material change to any of the existing rules.
Section references and paragraph numbering have been
changed to reﬂect the new format. The re-formatting has been
done by David Thornley with Don Robinson providing
assistance to verify that the reformatting changes did not aﬀect
the rules meaning or text.
A link to the reformatted rules is on the CL pages of the MFW
website. They can thus be compared with the existing rules
which are also on the CL pages.
Remit 3: (Rule numbering will change if Remit 2 succeeds)
8.2 NUMBER OF MODELS.
8.2.1 Each competitor may have a maximum of two models in a
contest, but only one of these models may be used in any one
bout. No intentional sharp protuberances or devices for the
purpose of cutting the streamer shall be allowed. Projecting
wing fences and/or top plates which are pointed, sharpened or
roughened, shall be considered devices for cutting streamers
Amend to:
8.2 NUMBER OF MODELS.
8.2.1 Each competitor may have a maximum of two models in a
contest, but only one of these models may be used in any one
bout.
If both models are damaged during the elimination rounds in
order for a fair ﬁnal a third model may be used for the ﬁnal. Both
participants in a ﬁnal will have the option of the use of a third
model.

No intentional sharp protuberances or devices for the purpose
of cutting the streamer shall be allowed. Projecting wing fences
and/or top plates which are pointed, sharpened or roughened,
shall be considered devices for cutting streamers.
Rationale
Combat is all about ﬁnding who the best in the ﬁnal was.
Adoption of this rule will prevent a ﬂy over for a ﬁnal.
Remit 4: (Rule numbering will change if Remit 2 succeeds)
9.2.1.4 Speed: No faster than 3.5 sec/lap towing a full streamer
timed for two laps at the start of the bout. A model may not ﬂy
faster than 3.3 sec/lap without a streamer.
The speed may be checked on request by either competitor, or
at circle marshal's instigation or at the request of the scorers.
Checking of competitor’s speed may only be requested by the
other competitor once per bout.
Amend to:
9.2.1.4 Speed: No faster than 3.3 sec/lap towing a full streamer
timed for two laps at the start of the bout. A model may not ﬂy
faster than 3.0 sec/lap without a streamer.
The speed may be checked on request by either competitor, or
at circle marshal's instigation or at the request of the scorers.
Checking of competitor’s speed may only be requested by the
other competitor once per bout.
Rationale:
The current standard set up of a cheap glow engine generally
will ﬂy at 3 seconds per lap. To meet the current limits, defeat
devices such as Tape or custom de-pitched propellors are used
to get the level ﬂight speed, but actually cause the models to
accelerate during manoeuvres. It also increases noise. A 15 or
19 size diesel on tune with a 6" pitch prop will also easily go
under 33/10.
An additional beneﬁt is that increased line tension will improve
safety by reducing the models tendency to "ﬂy in" in line crosses
and upwind manoeuvres.
Voting: (for Remits 2,3,4)
A majority of 75% of votes cast is required for approval. The last
date for voting is November 14, 2017 and must be on the form
below.

CL SIG Voting Form

control line
SIG

To be valid, this form is to be emailed or posted to the SIG secretary by the date
speciﬁed with all ﬁelds completed
SIG Secretary: Daniel Munro, 11 Devon Street, Gore 9710, SSIRep@modelﬂyingnz.org
Date published: September 14th 2017 (estimated) Voting deadline: November 14th 2017
Remit No.2

I vote for the remit

I vote against the remit

Remit No.2

I vote for the remit

I vote against the remit

Remit No.2

I vote for the remit

I vote against the remit

Remit 2:
Re-formatting of existing CL Competition Rules
Remit 3:
Amend number of models rule in speed
limit races
Remit 4:
Amend speed limit rule in speed limit combat

Name:
MFW membership number:
Residentual address:
Email address:
Telephone number:
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To be valid, this form is to be emailed, or posted to the SIG
secretary by the date speciﬁed,
with all ﬁelds completed.

I leave home on 01-08 and will travel 3 days through a partially
ﬂooded Germany and along a number of traﬃc jams on my way
to Gyula.

At the end of 2016 Dave Ackery proposed a change to the
international FAI CIAM rules regarding F2F models. This
change was to reduce the "bending" of the rules by competitors
using the fuselage to cowl the engine and reduce drag. There
was a lot of work needed to submit the remit and we were not
terribly optimistic about it's success. However it made the April
meeting in Switzerland and we have just heard that although
the wording of the proposal was amended, basically David got
what he wanted. It just goes to show that sometimes it is worth
the eﬀort.

I don't know how much freedom I have to share inside
information within the panel of FAI judges. It's all new for me as
well.

Apparently, the F2 committee have now asked their racing sub
group to do a complete review of F2F because there are many
concerns about where this event is going, so we will see what
that brings, next year

By the time the competition will start the locals have had a
couple of hot (33 C) and dry weeks so there won't be much left
from the grass sites.
At the earlier two French CL Grand Prix I met some Aussies,
Frank Battam and Jo Anne McIntyure. Jo Anne will judge
aerobatics.
About safety in TR: Be warned for a delivery of very smooth
R.V.S. stranded 0.35 wire from the Ukraïne (?). It is not stronger
than 10 kg and separates if damaged.

The MereMere drift circle has been investigated as a potential
hard circle race location but Bryce Gibson reports that it is only
18m wide. These car drifters must do tight, accurate
doughnuts!

It withstands the pull test and applies to the line diameter, but it is
unsafe to use. It is said to give an airspeed gain of .5 sec/10 laps.

There is some action happening regarding the Carterton circle.
Quotes for surface remediation work are being obtained. We
will need to make a decision if this circle is to be used for the
2018 NATs soon. If we walk away from it in 2018 will it every get
used again? If not it seems rather a waste.

Trials are being held for the control-line teams for the France
world champs 2018.

Unlike the NZMAA AGM, the combined SIG AGM did happen,
although the foggy weather disrupted ﬂights and only Kevin
Barnes was there for CL who presented my annual report (this
can be found on the CL pages of the MFW web site) One
outcome from the meeting is that trials must be now be
conducted for all world championship applicants. Kevin is thus
arranging a series of trials to meet this requirement.
Another outcome is that there has been a pushback from
council about SIG's building up funds, this of course is what
this SIG is trying to do, for hard circle maintenance....

Trials for Control World Champs 2018

These are as follows:
F2A Speed
o To be held as part of the New Plymouth control line champs
over Labour Weekend 2017
o Back-up trials are the Nationals 2018
F2B Aerobatics
To be held as part of the New Plymouth control line champs
over Labour Weekend 2017
o Back-up trials are November 2017 North Island Stunt series
event
o

o

The ﬁrst version of the integrated CL events calendar for
2017/18 is now on the CL pages of the MFW web site.

o

We are all looking forward to next season which will see Danny
Walker ﬂying a new electric stunter and hopefully renewed
interest from Dave Wright who reports that he building new
models and intends to actually campaign them during the NI
series.
Back in May, Hans Visser wrote telling us that he had been
appointed as a judge at the European CL champs in Hungary
this August . I wrote to him asking:

o

Big favour now! Is there any chance that you could write me a
brief report on the champs with some personal observations
and pics for me to include in the CL newsletter section? Our
F2B team would be very interested in any judging observations
to help them prepare for the WC in 2018
I have just received the following from him. Note the comments
regarding TR CL wires.
Hello Dave, Nice to hear from you.
Yes, I'm on my way to another thrilling experience. Sorry it took
so much time to reply, but we are in the middle of summer and
competition season.
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o

F2C Team Race
To be held as part of the New Plymouth control line champs
over Labour Weekend 2017
Back-up trials are the Nationals 2018
F2D Combat
To be held at Doug Palmers property Canterbury over the
weekend of November 11/12 2017
This event will be held so that all entrants ﬂy all others

All events will be run to current FAI rules, with the exception of
combat where all participants will ﬂy all other participants.
All participants must register with Kevin Barnes
K.Barnes@xtra.co.nz, to enable ﬁnal trial details to be supplied
People who have already expressed interest do not need to
register again.
Any queries please contact Kevin Barnes on 027 553 2217.

control line
SIG
Model Flying World

FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
Des Richards, 78 Tararua Road, RD 1, Levin 5571 Email mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com
The weather has played a major part in the
ability for us to ﬂy NDC this winter. While
entries are down a few have managed to keep
the scores coming.
From my view point the new on line recording
system is working well. I have published the
results to date so you can see the half year
progression.
A few errors have been seen or I have been
advised of. Hopefully these are now
corrected. Remember, I said that what you
enter is what you get. Any that are obviously
incorrect will not be accepted.
Let's hope the weather improves and we can
get more ﬂying in.

FREE FLIGHT

1 Aggregate
1 Daniel Walker
2 Tawhai Webby

60
60

2 Catapult Launched Glider
1 Graham Lovejoy
38
2 Paul Squires
38
3 Rachael Jackson Jnr
9
4 Owen Rogers
79
5 Dave Jackson
9
6 Allan Baker
22
7 Lynn Rodway
9
8 Des Richards
38
9 Tawhai Webby
60
10 Peter Walker
60
11 Daniel Walker
60
3 Hand Lanched Glider
1 Peter Walker
2 Kim Webby
3 Daniel Walker
4 Tawhai Webby
5 Tip Launch Glider
1 Dave Jackson
2 Allan Baker

60
60
60
60
9
22

621
302
254
229
228
217
198
193
180
167
162
127
123
129
118
117
57
310
210

6 A1 Glider
1
Dave Jackson
2
Lynn Rodway
3
Roy Gunner

9
9
9

487
403
31

7 P30
1
Bruce Bonner

9

212

174 Indoor Hand Launch Glider
1
Daniel Walker
60
44
14 Kennedy Precision
1
Lynn Rodway
2
Gary Burrows
3
Roy Gunner

9
9
9

229
215
143

15 Aggregate
1
Daniel Walker
2
Tawhai Webby
3
Graham Main

60
60
60

1025
447
219

175
1
2
3
4
5

9
9
9
60
60

465
446
161
240
112

Hanger Rat
Kay Long
Bill Long
Neville Robinson
Daniel Walker
Graham Main
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17 1/2 A Power
1
Lynn Rodway
2
Stewart Morse

9
9

329
178

18 Open Rubber
1
John Beresford
2
Bruce Weatherall
3
Bill McGarvey
4
Paul Lagan
5
Bryce Gibson
6
Stu Cox
7
Paul Squires
8
Chris Murphy
9
Tim Smith
10 John Malkin
11 Linc Vincent

9
9
4
80
29
56
38
56
13
56
44

349
334
920
879
833
631
540
484
466
298
180

19 Open Power
1
Rex Bain
2
Rex Anderson
3
Bryce Gibson
4
Peter Wilson
5
Terry Tank

15
15
29
21
13

540
302
284
253
81

20 Coupe d'Hiver
1
Lynn Rodway
2
Bruce Weatherall
3
Paul Squires
4
Graham Lovejoy

9
9
38
38

177
163
334
314

21 P30
1
John Beresford
2
Lynn Rodway
3
Bruce Weatherall
4
Roy Gunner
5
Paul Squires
6
Anthony Koerbin
7
Stu Cox
8
Graham Lovejoy
9
Wayne Lightfoot
10 Patricia Smith
11 Allan Douglas

9
9
9
9
38
38
56
38
38
13
13

244
227
160
146
360
352
347
307
283
252
218

23 Kiwi Power
1
Lynn Rodway
2
Rex Bain
3
Rex Anderson
4
Peter Wilson
5
Chris Murphy

9
15
15
21
56

468
353
318
191
295

24 Open Glider
1
Rex Anderson
2
Antony Koerbin
3
Chris Murphy
4
Moria Vincent

15
38
56
44

398
332
173
160

25 Catapult Launched Glider
1
Lynn Rodway
9
2
Stuart Grant
9
3
Stewart Morse
9
4
Gary Burrows
9
5
Paul Squires
38
6
Graham Lovejoy
38
7
Paul Lagan
80
8
Bill McGarvey
4
9
Des Richards
38
10 Terry Tank
13
11 Peter Wilson
21
12 Stu Cox
56

175
171
162
136
334
324
322
252
209
207
138
104

26 Hand Launched Glider
1
Graham Lovejoy
38
2
Paul Squires
38

107
137

177
1
2
3

1181
931
840

FAI F1L Indoor Rubber
Bill Long
9
Neville Robinson
9
Kay Long
9

27 Open Rubber
1
Neville Robinson
2
John Beresford

9
9

74
273

28 1/2 A Power
1
Lynn Rodway
2
Stewart Morse

9
9

247
292

29 Kiwi Power
1
Bruce Bonner

9

449

30 Open Glider
1
John Beresford
2
Stewart Morse
3
Lynn Rodway
4
Bruce Bonner

9
9
9
9

84
165
328
353

31 FAI F1L Indoor Rubber
1
Neville Robinson
9
2
Bill Long
9
3
Kay Long
9

873
972
1025

33 Hangar Rat
1
Phil Cook
2
Les Greer

139
145

34 Indoor Hand Lauch Glider
1
Phil Cook

44

36 P30
1
Chris Murphy
2
Graham Lovejoy
3
Paul Squires
4
Lynn Rodway
5
John Beresford
6
Stewart Morse
7
Bruce Weatherall

56
38
38
9
9
9
9

307
280
268
261
251
208
152

37 Coupe d'Hiver
1
Bruce Weatherall
2
Lynn Rodway

9
9

194
253

39Aggregate
1
Graham Main
2
Daniel Walker
3
Dave Jackson

60
60
60

195
933
1053

41 FAI F1D Indoor Rubber
1
Neville Robinson
9
2
Kay Long
9
3
Bill Long
9

760
1009
1119

CONTROL LINE
147 FAI Team Race (F2C & F2F combined)
1
Glen Lewis/Robert Bolton
3-19.79
2
Graham Christie/Rod Brown
3-27.06
3
Andrew Robinson
3-34.67
4
Rob Wallace / Bryce Rackley
4-03.87
5
Brendan Robinson
4-55.41
148
1
2
3

Open Goodyear Team Race
Rod Brown
4-59.02
Brian Howser
5-45.29
Bryce Rackley
6-01.07

149
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Slow Goodyear Team Race
Andrew Robinson
Graham Christie
Rob Wallace
Brendan Robinson
Rod Brown
Bryce Rackley
Ashley Keeling
Adrian Hamilton
Steve Hansen
Dan Walker
Brian Howser

3-59.44
4-03.62
4-05.12
4-06.18
4-12.47
4-14.78
4-16.56
4-26.25
4-33.09
4-52.93
5-21.06
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FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER
ndc results continued
150 Class B Team Race
1
Andrew/Don Robinson 3-53.70
2
Brian Howser
4-11.00
152
1
2
3
4
5

Percentage Speed
Andrew Robinson
Brendan Robinson
Don Robinson
Rob Wallace
Bryce Rackley

89.23
83.05
69.91
60.87
0

153
1
2
3
4

Classic 'A' Team Race
Don Robinson
Rod Brown
Brian Howser
Bryce Rackley

5-12.97
5-13.72
5-21.81
6-02.43

154
1
2
3

Classic 'B Team Race
Ashley keeling
Brian Howser
Steve Hansen

5-11.44
5-20.22
6-27.72

VINTAGE
99 FF Nostalgia Rubber Duration
1
Bruce Weatherall
9
132
101 RC Vintage 1/2A Texaco
1
Allan Knox
56

2580

102 RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco
1
Graham Main
60
1140
104 FF Classic Glider Duration
1
Bruce Bonner
9
280
105 FF Vintage Rubber Duration
1
Lynn Rodway
9
260
106
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

RC Vintage IC Duration
Allan Knox
56
Bernard Scott
15
John Butcher
88
Dave Thornley
37
Bryan Treloar
79
Bob McGrath
56
Graham Main
60

107
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

RC Vintage E Duration
Allan Knox
56
Keith Trillo
4
Bernard Scott
15
Stu Hubbard
79
Doug Baunton
12
David Squires
88
John Butcher
88
Barrie Russell
18
Wayne Cartwright
15
Jonathan Shorer
21

914
856
848
709
707
687
654
640
619
524

108
1
2
3

RC Classical E Duration
Bernard Scott
15
John Butcher
88
Graham Main
60

810
500
436

773
770
724
696
693
629
566

109 FF Nostalgia 1/2A/ Min Replica
1
Lynn Rodway
9
64
2
Stewart Morse
9
64
112
1
2
3

RC Vintage A Texaco
Allan Knox
56
Bryan Treloar
79
Stuart Grant
9

3132
1844
1838

113 RC Vintage E Texaco
1
Allan Knox
56

2442

114
1
2
3

126
209
252

FF Vintage Precision
Lynn Rodway
9
Bruce Weatherall
9
Roy Gunner
9
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115 FF Vintage Power Duration
1
Lynn Rodway
9
228
116 FF Nostalgia Rubber Duration
1
Bruce Weatherall
9
177
117 RC Vintage & Classical Scale Texaco
1
Allan Knox
56
991
118 RC Vintage Open Texaco
1
Allan Knox
56

963

119 Vintage FF Hand Launch Glider
1
Graham Lovejoy
38
177
120
1
2
3

Vintage FF Catapult Glider
Graham Lovejoy
38
332
Paul Squires
38
243
Allan Knox
56
174

127 RC Classical Precision
1
Graham Main
60

570

SOARING
57 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
1
Joe Wurts
18
2192
2
Kevin Botherway
18
2154
3
Rex Ashwell
35
1683
4
Ken McMillan
35
1657
5
Allan Knox
56
1599
6
Allan Baker
35
1134
7
Rod Hale
18
1855
58 ALES Radian Class P
1
Joe Wurts
18
2
Kevin Botherway
18
3
Rex Ashwell
35

1400
1269
972

59 Thermal A (Open)
1
Peter Glassey
2
Allan Knox
3
Keith Elliott

56
56
56

1357
1330
426

60 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
1
Allan Knox
56
2
Keith Elliott
56

1607
1408

61 ALES 123 Class N
1
Peter Deacon
2
Phil Elvy
3
Rex Ashwell
4
Allan Knox
5
Peter Graham

35
35
35
56
35

1216
1011
998
991
836

62 X5J Unlimited Class O
1
Peter Deacon
2
Rex Ashwell
3
Phil Elvy
4
Peter Graham
5
Allan Knox
6
Keith Elliott
7
Ian Hill

35
35
35
35
56
56
56

2291
2233
2188
2125
2023
1000
523

63 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
1
Peter Glassey
56
1962
2
Allan Knox
56
1261
3
Keith Elliott
56
916
4
Clifton King
56
901
64 ALES 200 Class M (Scoring per 3.13.7)
1
Rex Ashwell
35
2363
2
Allan Knox
56
2323
3
Phil Elvy
35
2113
4
Keith Elliott
56
1271
5
Michael Cuthbert
56
949

65 ALES Radian Class P
1
Rex Ashwell
2
Greg Findon
3
Phil Elvy
4
Warren Whitcher
5
Bruce Woodﬁeld
6
Peter Glassey
7
Michael Cuthbert
8
Clifton King
9
Len Ruby
10 Bruce McKay
11 Bernie Proctor
12 Peter Vining
13 Merv Matthews
14 Keith Elliott
15 Yovan Rasiah
16 Peter Graham
17 Paddy Gordon

35
30
35
56
30
56
56
56
30
30
56
30
30
56
56
35
35

1307
1218
1172
1128
1123
1075
1069
1055
1054
1049
1044
994
897
873
867
759
696

66 Thermal J (2,4,6,8,10)
1
Allan Knox
56
2
Keith Elliott
56
3
Stewart Cox
56
4
Scott Chisholm
9
5
Dave Griﬃn
9
6
Ian Harvey
9

2179
2018
1711
2275
2260
2118

67
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

56
30
56
56
30
30
30
9
9

1173
1165
1157
1085
1051
1000
982
1415
1000

69 Thermal D (F500)
1
Allan Knox
2
Keith Elliott
3
Paul Chisholm
4
Dave Griﬃn
5
Scott Chisholm

56
56
9
9
9

1479
1441
1421
1482
1499

70 Thermal B (10 min)
1
Allan Knox
2
Keith Elliott
3
Paul McMahon
4
Lex Gregory
5
Brian langley
6
Jeﬀ Smart

56
56
11
11
11
11

555
535
185
278
300
325

ALES Radian Class P
Stewart Cox
Bruce McKay
Allan Knox
Michael Cuthbert
Bruce Woodﬁeld
Merv Matthews
Greg Findon
Rob Ward
Les King

72 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only (total raw scores)
1
Clifton King
56
1245
2
Keith Elliott
56
797
3
Peter Glassy
56
1709
4
Peter Williams
56
1822
5
Allan Knox
56
1238
74 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)
1
Keith Elliott
56
2
Peter Glassy
56
3
Allan Knox
56
4
Wayne Marshall
11
5
Jeﬀ Lott
11
6
Jeﬀ Smart
11
7
Malcolm Turnbull
11
8
Stu Bell
11
9
Tim Aspinall
11

933
1179
1542
993
979
789
864
921
708

75 Thermal A (Open)
1
Peter Glassy

56

912

77 ALES 123 Class N
1
Keith Elliott
2
Peter Glassey
3
Peter Glassey

56
56
56

1151
1226
1076

Model Flying World

CENTRAL AREA
FAI FREE FLIGHT
TRIALS
F1A-F1B-F1C

All participants MUST REGISTER with the organisers at
least 48 hours in advance in case of cancellation or
changes to the arrangements prove necessary due to
weather etc. If no one registers the trail may be cancelled.
Trialists may need to bring their own timekeepers if no one
else can attend. Organisers cannot promise to provide
other than date and venue. Trials MAY be ﬂown in rounds.

Counts for 2018 Team
Saturday 12th August 2017
Sunday 13th August
Wind/rain date

Saturday 18th November 2017
Sunday 19th November
Wind/rain date

Saturday 16th September 2017
Sunday 17th September Wind/rain
date

Saturday 9th December 2017
Sunday 10th December
Wind/rain date

FOR SALE

September

2017

HOUSE DOWNSIZE SO MODEL
DOWNSIZE, OUT IT GOES
96” Bucker Jungmeister
72” Gloster Gladiator
105” Sopwith Pup
107” Tiger Moth
Brand New Laser 200 V Twin $795
Brand New Laser 300 V Twin $995
Brand NewEvo JC30 petrol motor $250
Saito 220 Zeus 4 Stroke Motor $450
Email for details and lots of other stuﬀ.
gibbs.roger04@gmail.com

Saturday 14th October 2017
Sunday 15th October
Wind/rain date

VENUE FOR ALL CENTRAL AREA DATES ABOVE:
RAYNOR'S FARM, GLADSTONE RD, CARTERTON approx. 0800 start

ser: Paul Squires 021 029 94110
Organi pwsquires@hotmail.com

September 2017
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64. Airsail Model Aviation Club
John Danks
299 Native Road, Pukekawa.
RD1, TUAKAU 2696
09 233 4014
airsailmac@airsail.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Alan Walker
PO Box 233
PAIHIA
021 943 651
alanwalkerboi@gmail.com

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers Inc
Carl McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz

38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007
desr2727@gmail.com

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C. Inc
Graeme Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Robin Wallace
31 La Lena Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535
natgas@xtra.co.nz
48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway,
Kakanui R.D.4
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429
fly.kakanui@gmail.com
4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022
09 636 8439
amacsecretary@mail.com
77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
Ted Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank
AUCKLAND 1072
35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199 mherdz@xtra.co.nz
49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Sandra Hall
06 354 5749
sandrahallsmocking@gmail.com
8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Chris Taylor
07 823 5277 or 0274 924 637
CHRISON2WHEELS@hotmail.com
82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452
jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz
2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue
ALEXANDRA
03 448 6919
avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz
9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
Ian Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041
03 348 8206
harveyi@plantwise.co.nz
10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson,
307 Avonhead Rd, Avonhead,
CHRISTCHURCH 8042.
03 358 4022
jillhewson@xtra.co.nz
11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
Don Nisbet
8 Shaw Street
MOSGIEL 9024
12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241
spencejs@clear.net.nz
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13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
29 Fisher Place, Lytton West
GISBORNE
06 868 4706
pandrg@xtra.co.nz
14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
88 Croydon Siding Road, No 6 RD
GORE
03 208 9609 or 027 208 9031
hokpines@actrix.gen.nz
15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889
alan48linda47@gmail.com
17. Hawera M.A.C.
Maureen Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz
71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com
36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Arjen Visser
PO Box 48180
Blockhouse Bay
AUCKLAND
021 443 298
info@ham.org.nz
40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556
l-j@xtra.co.nz
19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Mark Strawbridge
507 Pesters Road
RD 5 RANGIORA 7475
027-704-5894
mark.strawbridge@gmail.com
www.kmac.nz
95. Kaitaia Flyers
Peter Bieri
517 West Coast Road, RD 1
AWANUI
021 047 6314
bieribeach@gmail.com

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317
tierrich@gmail.com
66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres
WHITIANGA 3510
07 866 2825
mbac@xtra.co.nz
72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Andreas Gabler
13 Sierra Avenue, Kamo
WHANGAREI 0112
021 242 5099
secretary@modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz
18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brian Voyce
10 Beamish Street, Frimley
HASTINGS 4120
06 878 7321
b.voyce1@kinect.co.nz
24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Brian Ransby
41 Convent Drive
NELSON 7011
03 548 9914
bridan2@xtra.co.nz
25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Keith Butler
P O Box 574,
New Plymouth Mail Centre
NEW PLYMOUTH 4340
06 751 3087
keithbutler@xtra.co.nz
91. New Zealand Jet Modellers
Association (Inc.)
Roger Hutson
5 Hansard place, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 579 2509 secretary@nzjma.com
29. NOCLASS M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com
26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Linda Gedye
65 Jean MacKay Place
Dairy Flat, RD 4 AUCKLAND 0794
09 421 0213
grantandlinda@xtra.co.nz

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633
paul.buckrell@gmail.com

67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Steve Nichols
PO Box 87, Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
09 415 9278
snheli@xtra.co.nz

20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230
09 407 8959
mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz

98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Tony Chadderton-Smith
154 Kohimarama Road, Kohimarama
AUCKLAND
021 027 3379
tony@titanenergy.co.nz

21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Jeff Armstrong
10 Chambers Street
RD 14 OAMARU
jlkt@kinect.co.nz

27. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Graham McLean
P.O. Box 219, Omarama
NORTH OTAGO 8950
Mcleang@xtra.co.nz
74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066
mat_wellington@yahoo.co.nz
87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz
30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Clive Martis
48 Tennyson Avenue, Kelvin Grove
PALMERSTON NORTH
06 357 8832 or 021 844 323
clive.martis.27@gmail.com
66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260
rsloan@xtra.co.nz
31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221
ronw1@xtra.co.nz
54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Peter Harber
9 Gleniti Road
Gleniti
TIMARU 7910
021 140 2643
wardharber@xtra.co.nz
34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Mark Corbett
41 West Harbour Drive, West Harbour
AUCKLAND
mark.corbett@nzdf.mil.nz
42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz
37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Bruce Simmons
07 348 7922
mary@redhen.co.nz
80. Rural Flying Corps
Paul Lagon
11 Seddon Street
CHEVIOT
plagan@xtra.co.nz
84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4 ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz
62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
Graeme Dellow
33 Harper Street, Parkside
TIMARU
03 684 5832
gndellow@xtra.co.nz
39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431
glangley@ihug.co.nz
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94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.barker@otago.ac.nz

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
PO Box 504
WHANGAPARAOA 0943
09 428 6994
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299
secretary@wmac.org.nz

98. Springhill Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
11 Guy Road, RD 1
WARKWORTH
09 425 0446
somerset11@clear.co.nz

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033
dbs@ihug.co.nz

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Stuart Goodare
PO Box 128513, Remuera
AUCKLAND
021 799 213
stuart@crockers.co.nz
43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz
44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott
41 Acornia Close
TAURANGA 3112
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz
76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying
Group
Tony Harris
09 438 5520
a.i.harris@clear.net.nz

59. Whakatane Modellers
Jo Spod
99 Putiki Road
RD 3 Edgecumbe
WHAKATANE 3193
07 304 6311
jospod@clear.net.nz
60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333
gramain@xtra.co.nz

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox,
52 Siena Place,
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692
(03) 310 6628

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
(03) 6898478
4clarksons@vodafone.co.nz

70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
Dave Evans
26 Mayor View Terrace
WAIHI BEACH 3611
07 863 5987
wbaymf@gmail.com

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810
06 370 4693
henderson@ihug.co.nz

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676
keith.ryman@internationalpaint.com

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Keith Safey
1 Spurdle St
WANGANUI 4500
06 345 0495
kjsafey@xtra.co.nz

John Selby Memorial

16th~17th September 2017
Levin Model Aeroplane Club
158 Tararua Road, Levin
All classes of Vintage
Radio & Free Flight
Sale of John's aeromodelling treasures
Hot lunch available
9pm start each day
CD Allan Knox
Details available from
jonshorer@xtra.co.nz
September 2017
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NORTHLAND

ONE
STOP

MODEL & HOBBY
10 John Street,
Whangarei.
Tel/Fax 09 438 8778
Darryl Applegate

Come in and browse!

9.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.
9.30am to 2pm Saturday.

R/C planes, boats, cars, including accessories.
APC, Du-Bro, Futaba, HiTEC, Ming Yang, O.S.,
SAB, Spektrum, Sullivan.Great Planes, Airsail,
E-sky, Kyosho Tamiya and more
Cool Power oil and nitro, and ready mixed fuel.
Great range of die-cast cars & plastic kits.
Trains, slot cars, modeling & scenery supplies,
paints & glues, and much more. Bring the family!
Gift vouchers available. Mail orders. Credit cards welcome.

Ask about our 10% discount for all NZMAA members!

onestopmodelhobby@xtra.co.nz

AUCKLAND
WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists

A huge range of RC products on line

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC
Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron
Contact John for any enquiries

PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz
Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,
Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!
Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

AUCKLAND

HENDERSON RACING
82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH
24hr Tel/Fax (03) 337 1091

Suppliers to the racing fraternity
Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,
Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

09 233 4014
sales@wattsup.co.nz
www.wattsup.co.nz
SLIPSTREAM MODEL
RESTORATION WORKSHOP
200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND Bus/AH 09 275 5842

R/C Aircraft Specialists

CHRISTCHURCH

Specialists in plans from all top designs from
around the globe plus others less known
Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage
MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.
Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

For all your RC needs

Parts, planes, helicopters,cars, fuel,
kitsets, building materials and more
Best service in town.
Ask about our Loyalty Points

243 Colombo Street, Sydenham
Christchurch 03 337 6581
www.playconcepts.co.nz
playco@xtra.co.nz

Workshop Facilities:
Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats,
Canopy pressing, Latex moulding,
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls,
Radio & Accessories repairs

email: slipstream_models@clear.net.nz

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel
and accessories.
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger,
E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range
and looking for new and exciting products,
so keep checking our website regulary.
We sell premix nitro fuel and ship
nationwide with no extra dangerous
goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

Website: www.rchobbies.co.nz
EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

WAIKATO
FRANKTON MODEL SHOP
Leading Model & Hobby Specialists

72 Kent Street
P O Box 5165, Frankton
HAMILTON Tel (07) 847 5292

Late night Thursday,
Open Saturday morning.
Extensive range of Kits,
Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories
FULL BACK-UP SERVICE

NELSON
New Zealand Sales Agent for
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

299 Native Road Pukekawa 2696
Auckland
Ph: 09 233 4014
theteam@airsail.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products
Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon
props and many more.
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HOBBY CENTRAL
Top of the South Model Centre
240 Queen Street, Richmond,
Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 8079
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios,
R/C, SC, OS, Super Tigre Engines,
GWS Systems & indoor equipment,
electric flight products & kits and
accessories from around the world

www.hobbycentral.co.nz
Model Flying World

